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Then you wouldn’t need DiSC® to understand the people around you and 
what drives them. But since “needtags” aren’t really an option, there’s 
Everything DiSC®—new learning tools based on the third generation of 
the research-validated DiSC assessment. 

Everything DiSC is the fastest, easiest way to go from assessment to 
action, with tips and strategies to connect better with your coworkers 
and improve your workplace. And who doesn’t need that?

WORK OF LEADERS  •  WORKPLACE  •  MANAGEMENT  •  SALES  •  363 FOR LEADERS

ASSESSMENT TO ACTION.

To try Everything DiSC®, contact your Everything DiSC Authorized Partner. 
Need an Authorized Partner? Call 1.800.395.0957 and mention this catalog, 
or visit us online at www.everythingdisc.com for more info.

What if People Had Their Needs
Written All Over Them?

Now Available—Everything DiSC Workplace® in Spanish, German, and Danish.



Call 866-888-5159  •  Email leadership@wiley.com  •  visit leadershipchallenge.com

To learn more about The Leadership Challenge 
contact your representative   

Jim Kouzes and Barry Posner—leadership educators and the authors of 

The Leadership Challenge—are exemplary leaders in their own right. In 

addition to the best-selling books in The Leadership Challenge series, they 

have coauthored numerous other books about leadership, including The 

Truth About Leadership, A Leader’s Legacy, Credibility, Encouraging the 

Heart, and many others. They also developed the highly acclaimed Leadership Practices Inventory 

(LPI®) 360-degree leadership assessment.

In these pages, you’ll find a wealth of Leadership Challenge resources—books, 

assessments, workshops and conferences, the latest App and online tools—that 

will help your leaders join the millions of ordinary people who have used The 

Leadership Challenge® to achieve the extraordinary. 

Call 866-888-5159  •   Email leadership@wiley.com  •  visit leadershipchallenge.com
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Take The Leadership Challenge® and 
Make Extraordinary Things Happen
When you liberate the leader within, you can make extraordinary things happen . . . 

for yourself, those who follow, and the world. The Leadership Challenge®  is  

recognized worldwide as the most practical model of leadership development.  

It turns the abstract concept of leadership into five easy-to-grasp, fundamental 

Practices and behaviors that can be taught and learned by anyone willing to step  

up and accept the challenge to lead.
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Assessments and Tools
lEaDERsHiP  PR aC tiCEs iNvENtORY (lPi ) ®

If you want to create better leaders, start with the Leadership Practices Inventory (LPI)®. Backed by three decades of original 
research and data from more than 3 million individuals from around the world, the LPI is the most trusted and reliable instrument 
for developing your leadership competencies. 

This 360 degree leadership assessment lets you:

 ◾ Easily administer a 360 leadership assessment 
and interpret the report

 ◾ Get more detailed, more actionable feedback

 ◾ Apply the principles to one-on-one coaching

 ◾ Blend LPI with other popular leadership models

 ◾ Make the business case for LPI to your executives

lEaDERsHiP PRaCtiCEs iNvENtORY (lPi)® ONliNE
visit www.lpionline.com for more information and to request a FREE trial.
ONLINE – ISBN: 978-0-7879-4852-8 • USD $140.00/CAD $126.99/£64.95/€93.90

lEaDERsHiP PRaCtiCEs iNvENtORY (lPi) FaCilitatOR’s GUiDE sEt • Fourth Edition

ISBN: 978-1-118-37427-6  • USD $199.00/CAD $219.00/£135.00/€175.00
Components in the set are available for purchase separately.

lPi aCtiON CaRDs FaCilitatOR’s GUiDE sEt: 
Designed to help facilitators and coaches reinforce the 30 LPI behaviors, LPI Action Cards give participants the 
opportunity to apply the LPI behaviors to a real-life, unresolved business situation.

PACKAGE • ISBN: 978-0-470-46239-3 • USD $50.00/CAD $55.00/£33.99/€43.90
Cards are included in the set and are also available separately.

CARDS • ISBN: 978-0-470-40448-5 • $20.00/CAD $22.00/£13.99/€17.90

tHE lEaDERsHiP CHallENGE valUEs CaRD FaCilitatOR’s GUiDE sEt: 
This is an excellent tool for helping leaders to conceptualize values clarifi cation, as put forth in The Leadership 
Challenge®, and clarify the personal and shared values that guide them in all situations. This package includes 1 
sample deck of the Values Cards.

PACKAGE • ISBN: 978-0-470-58007-3 • USD $50.00/CAD $55.00/£33.99/€43.90
All components in the Facilitator’s Guide Set are available for purchase separately.

lEaDERsHiP PlUs REPORt, Combining your MBTI® and LPI® Results
Through an exclusive partnership between Pfeiffer and CPP, the MBTI® Complete-Leadership Plus Report combines 
two of the most trusted and widely used assessments—The LPI® and the Myers-Briggs® Type Indicator (MBTI® 

Complete)— to give leaders unprecedented insight for expanding their development and creating a strategy for 
leadership excellence.

ONLINE • ISBN: 978-1-118-37830-4 • USD $69.95/CAD $76.95/£47.50/€67.90

◾   Facilitator’s Guide
◾   Self-Assessment Paper

PAPER • ISBN: 978-1-118-18271-0 
USD $15.00/CAD $17.00/£10.99/€14.90

◾   Observer Paper
PAPER • ISBN: 978-1-118-18274-1 
USD $10.00/CAD $11.00/£6.99/€8.90

◾   Workbook
PAPERBACK • ISBN: 978-1-118-18273-4  
USD $25.00/CAD $28.00/£16.99/€21.90

◾   Development Planner
PAPERBACK • ISBN: 978-1-118-18272-7 
USD $35.00/CAD $39.00/£23.99/€30.90

◾   LPI Flash Drive (with Power Points, Scoring 
Software, and forms)

◾   The Five Practices of Exemplary 
Leadership® Article
Second Edition
PAPERBACK • ISBN: 978-0-470-90734-4 
USD $10.00/CAD $11.00/£6.99/€8.90

◾   Poster 
PAPER • ISBN: 978-1-118-41020-2 
USD $10.00/CAD $11.00/£6.99/€8.90

◾   Reminder Card
PAPER • ISBN: 978-1-118-41019-6
$2.00 USD/$2.00 CAD
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lPi DElUXE FaCilitatOR’s GUiDE sEt • Fourth Edition    
PACKAGE • ISBN: 978-1-118-53984-2 • USD $219.00/CAD $241.00/£150.00/€195.00
Includes everything listed in the Facilitator’s Guide, plus one copy of The Leadership Challenge book. 

Myers-Briggs Type Indicator® Assessment  
and the Leadership Practices Inventory®

Combining Preferences and Practices ®

Myers-Briggs Type Indicator® Assessment and the Leadership Practices Inventory®: Combining Preferences and Practices Copyright 2012 by CPP, Inc. All rights reserved. Leadership 
Practices Inventory® Copyright © 2003 by James M. Kouzes and Barry Z. Posner. Published by Pfeiffer, an imprint of John Wiley and Sons, Inc. All rights reserved. The Leadership 
Practices Inventory® material is used by CPP, Inc., under license from the publisher, Pfeiffer, an imprint of John Wiley and Sons, Inc. Myers-Briggs Type Indicator, MBTI, and the MBTI 
logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of the MBTI Trust, Inc., in the United States and other countries. The CPP logo is a trademark or registered trademark of CPP, Inc., in the 
United States and other countries. Leadership Practices Inventory, LPI, The Five Practices of Exemplary Leadership, and Pfeiffer are registered trademarks of John Wiley and Sons, Inc.

We can explore the intersection of the eight preferences and The Five Practices of 
Exemplary Leadership to create hypotheses about people’s leadership styles in action. 
When reviewing this section, keep in mind your own assessment results and pay 
particular attention to your preferences when considering ways to implement The 
Five Practices. 

Extraversion and Introversion
To begin, let’s take a look at how leaders use their Extraversion and Introversion 
preferences to demonstrate leadership through The Five Practices.

   Model the Way by •  Sharing their ideas and thoughts •  Naturally leading by example

 •  Enticing others to get involved •  Quietly conveying expectations

 •  Expressing their passion with vigor  •  Knowing their internal voice and vision well

 •  Working to clarify their values •  Working to share their vision

 •  Communicating in person to spread excitement •  Taking time to think through what really matters

   Inspire a Shared Vision by •  Appealing to the desires of others •  Imagining what could be, then leading toward it

 •  Brainstorming opportunities •  Exchanging ideas in one-on-one conversations

 •  Sharing vision using details (S) or big picture (N) •  Expending the energy to speak in front of others

 •  Remembering to save space for others to share •  Working to share their vision

 •  Focusing on others’ potential by exploring ideas •  Being mindful of the need to include others

   Challenge the Process by •  Using both critical thinking and active listening •  Thinking things through before sharing questions

 •  Teasing out the most important data •  Presenting strategies after careful consideration

 •  Moving forward by applying lessons of experience •  Typically addressing one challenge at a time

 •  Eliciting as many opinions as possible  •  Analyzing internally, then picking viable solutions

 •  Looking to the full picture when innovating   •  Giving data and information the attention they deserve

   Enable Others to Act by •  Readily connecting people to accomplish tasks •  Giving people space to shine and develop expertise

 •  Using their contacts to create synergy •  Encouraging people to find their own style

 •  Obtaining buy-in at all organizational levels •  Not micromanaging others

 •  Using trust and candor to develop networks •  Building trust by modeling the standard for others

 •  Giving opportunities to those who want involvement •  Focusing on actions with relationships as the goal 

   Encourage the Heart by •  Creating connections to celebrate accomplishments •  Recognizing individual excellence appropriately

 •  Using their network to foster community relationships  •  Giving attention via individual conversations

 •  Giving attention via gregariousness and energy •  Demonstrating their interest in the people they lead

 •  Expressing how much they value each person   •  Establishing connections to strengthen relationships

 •  Demonstrating appreciation for others   •  Appreciating the value of thank-you e-mails, rewards 

The Five Practices®               Extraverted Leaders                                                Introverted Leaders
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Myers-Briggs Type Indicator®

Leadership Style ®

Myers-Briggs Type Indicator® Leadership Style Copyright 2008, 2012 by CPP, Inc. All rights reserved. The content of this report is based on Introduction to Type® and Leadership 
(CPP, Inc., 2008), by Sharon Lebovitz Richmond. Myers-Briggs Type Indicator, MBTI, Introduction to Type, and the MBTI logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of the 
MBTI Trust, Inc., in the United States and other countries. The CPP logo is a trademark or registered trademark of CPP, Inc., in the United States and other countries. 

ENFP
Extraversion ▪ Intuition ▪ Feeling ▪ Perceiving

ISTJ ISFJ INFJ INTJ

ISTP ISFP INFP INTP

ESTP ESFP ENFP ENTP

ESTJ ESFJ ENFJ ENTJ

The 16 MBTI® Types Impassioned Catalysts

“I work so hard to be sure that others are 
included that sometimes I undermine my own 
authority—by either bullying or becoming a 
marshmallow. I know I’m a strong leader, but 
I forget that others need to see that side of me 
at times.”

—ENFP senior administrator at a major medical center 

ENFPs are:
8.1% of population
6.5% of leaders

 US Population Supervisor Manager Executive

20%

15%

10%

5%

0%

ENFP Leaders

A Leadership Challenge® Resource. Copyright © 2010 by James M. Kouzes and Barry Z. Posner 
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USD $213.00/CAD $219.00/£145.00/€189.00
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Workshops   
The Leadership Challenge® Workshop gives coaches, consultants, human resource professionals, and facilitators a product that offers a 
clear path to leadership training that is based on decades of scientifi c evidence and the experience of millions of ordinary people who 
accomplish extraordinary things.

This time-tested resource is designed to give you the tools you 
need to inspire, engage, and help participants develop the 
leadership skills needed to meet whatever challenges lay ahead.

Armed with a plan of action for taking these key learnings back to 
the workplace, participants will be prepared to implement their 
new leadership practices on the job.

tHE CHallENGE CONtiNUEs FaCilitatOR’s GUiDE sEt
This package gives leadership instructors the materials and guidance they need to conduct 
a refresher program that encourages participants who have taken the LPI or a Leadership 
Challenge workshop to implement their new skills and behaviors over time and sustain their 
enthusiasm for practice and learning following their initial program.

PACKAGE • ISBN: 978-0-470-46237-9 • USD $299.00/CAD $329.00/£200.00/€259.00

tHE lEaDERsHiP  CHallENGE WORKsHOP 
FaCilitatOR’s GUiDE sEt • Fourth Edition 

PACKAGE • ISBN 978-1-118-60691-9 • USD $805.00/CAD $886.00/£540.00/€700.00
The comprehensive package includes: 

tHE ENCOURaGiNG tHE HEaRt WORKsHOP 
FaCilitatOR’s GUiDE sEt
This workshop introduces anyone in a leadership role to the seven essential skills of 
Encouraging the Heart. It gives them the opportunity to assess their own ability in this 
leadership practice through interactive and experiential learning activities, including a 
21-item self-assessment (The Encouragement Index) for small and large group sharing and 
discussion. The package includes everything you need to conduct a two-hour, half-day, or 
full-day workshop.

PACKAGE • ISBN: 978-0-470-59637-1 • $89.00/CAD $98.00/£60.00/€77.90

All package materials are sold separately. Talk to a Leadership Challenge 
representative for details.
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◾   Facilitator’s Guide with an introduction to 
the model, instructions for conducting the 
Workshop, a script for presentation delivery, 
and tools for customization 

◾   Participant Workbook (intro version) 
PAPERBACK • ISBN: 978-0-470-59198-7 • 
USD $79.00/CAD $87.00/£55.00/€71.90

◾   Participant Workbook (2-day version) 
PAPERBACK • ISBN: 978-1-118-55282-7 • 
USD $135.00/CAD $149.00/£90.00/€119.00

◾   Practice Book 
PAPERBACK • ISBN: 978-0-470-59197-0 • 
USD $35.00/CAD $39.00/£23.99/€30.90

◾   Vision Book 
PAPERBACK • ISBN: 978-0-470-59203-8 • 
USD $25.00/CAD $28.00/£16.99/€21.90

◾   1 deck of The Leadership Challenge 
Value Cards 
978-0-470-55970-3 • 
USD $20.00/CAD $22.00/£13.99/€17.90

◾   Reminder Card 4th Edition 
ISBN: 978-0-470-55971-0 • 
USD $2.00/CAD $2.00/£1.99/€2.90

◾   Poster 
ISBN: 978-0-470-55972-7 • 
USD $10.00/CAD $11.00/£6.99/€8.90

◾   DVD with 10 video case studies and 
Facilitator-specifi c commentary 

◾   Flash Drive with an electronic version of 
the Facilitator’s Guide, planning checklist, 
detailed scripts, pre-work fi les, PowerPoint® 
deck, and handouts 

tHE lEaDERsHiP CHallENGE WORKsHOP ONliNE PRE-WORK
ONLINE • ISBN: 978-0-470-59202-1 • USD $20.00/CAD $22.00/£13.99/€19.90

DElUXE FaCilitatOR’s GUiDE sEt 
Includes everything in the Facilitator’s Guide Set plus the LPI Action Cards Facilitator’s Guide Package, The Leadership Challenge Values Cards, 
Facilitator’s Guide Package, The Leadership Challenge Activities book and the A Coach’s Guide to Developing Leaders book

PACKAGE • ISBN: 978-1-118-60709-1 • USD $908.00/CAD $999.00/£610.00/€790.00
The components of The Leadership Challenge Workshop Facilitator’s Guide Set are also sold separately as individual items or as participant sets. 
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the workplace, participants will be prepared to implement their 
new leadership practices on the job.

tHE CHallENGE CONtiNUEs FaCilitatOR’s GUiDE sEt
This package gives leadership instructors the materials and guidance they need to conduct 
a refresher program that encourages participants who have taken the LPI or a Leadership 
Challenge workshop to implement their new skills and behaviors over time and sustain their 
enthusiasm for practice and learning following their initial program.

PACKAGE • ISBN: 978-0-470-46237-9 • USD $299.00/CAD $329.00/£200.00/€259.00

tHE lEaDERsHiP  CHallENGE WORKsHOP 
FaCilitatOR’s GUiDE sEt • Fourth Edition 

PACKAGE • ISBN 978-1-118-60691-9 • USD $805.00/CAD $886.00/£540.00/€700.00
The comprehensive package includes: 

tHE ENCOURaGiNG tHE HEaRt WORKsHOP 
FaCilitatOR’s GUiDE sEt
This workshop introduces anyone in a leadership role to the seven essential skills of 
Encouraging the Heart. It gives them the opportunity to assess their own ability in this 
leadership practice through interactive and experiential learning activities, including a 
21-item self-assessment (The Encouragement Index) for small and large group sharing and 
discussion. The package includes everything you need to conduct a two-hour, half-day, or 
full-day workshop.

PACKAGE • ISBN: 978-0-470-59637-1 • $89.00/CAD $98.00/£60.00/€77.90

All package materials are sold separately. Talk to a Leadership Challenge 
representative for details.
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◾   Facilitator’s Guide with an introduction to 
the model, instructions for conducting the 
Workshop, a script for presentation delivery, 
and tools for customization 

◾   Participant Workbook (intro version) 
PAPERBACK • ISBN: 978-0-470-59198-7 • 
USD $79.00/CAD $87.00/£55.00/€71.90

◾   Participant Workbook (2-day version) 
PAPERBACK • ISBN: 978-1-118-55282-7 • 
USD $135.00/CAD $149.00/£90.00/€119.00

◾   Practice Book 
PAPERBACK • ISBN: 978-0-470-59197-0 • 
USD $35.00/CAD $39.00/£23.99/€30.90

◾   Vision Book 
PAPERBACK • ISBN: 978-0-470-59203-8 • 
USD $25.00/CAD $28.00/£16.99/€21.90

◾   1 deck of The Leadership Challenge 
Value Cards 
978-0-470-55970-3 • 
USD $20.00/CAD $22.00/£13.99/€17.90

◾   Reminder Card 4th Edition 
ISBN: 978-0-470-55971-0 • 
USD $2.00/CAD $2.00/£1.99/€2.90

◾   Poster 
ISBN: 978-0-470-55972-7 • 
USD $10.00/CAD $11.00/£6.99/€8.90

◾   DVD with 10 video case studies and 
Facilitator-specifi c commentary 

◾   Flash Drive with an electronic version of 
the Facilitator’s Guide, planning checklist, 
detailed scripts, pre-work fi les, PowerPoint® 
deck, and handouts 

tHE lEaDERsHiP CHallENGE WORKsHOP ONliNE PRE-WORK
ONLINE • ISBN: 978-0-470-59202-1 • USD $20.00/CAD $22.00/£13.99/€19.90

DElUXE FaCilitatOR’s GUiDE sEt 
Includes everything in the Facilitator’s Guide Set plus the LPI Action Cards Facilitator’s Guide Package, The Leadership Challenge Values Cards, 
Facilitator’s Guide Package, The Leadership Challenge Activities book and the A Coach’s Guide to Developing Leaders book

PACKAGE • ISBN: 978-1-118-60709-1 • USD $908.00/CAD $999.00/£610.00/€790.00
The components of The Leadership Challenge Workshop Facilitator’s Guide Set are also sold separately as individual items or as participant sets. 
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Books
tHE lEaDERsHiP CHallENGE® 
Fifth Edition 

More than two million people worldwide have read this BusinessWeek best seller. No wonder. With enduring 
wisdom and practical insights for executives and future leaders, it provides an in-depth look at the principles 
and concepts behind the Leadership Challenge® model, and helps you guide participants through The Five 
Practices of Exemplary Leadership®.

HARDCOVER • ISBN: 978-0-470-65172-8 • USD $29.95/CAD $35.95/£19.99/€25.90

Also available as an e-book.

tHE lEaDERsHiP CHallENGE® aCtivitiEs BOOK
This resource provides practical information and tools for demonstrating and teaching The Five Practices 
of Exemplary Leadership® to anyone new to or already familiar with the model. Features more than 100 
experiential learning activities and games, each keyed to a specifi c practice(s).

PAPERBACK • ISBN: 978-0-470-47713-7 • USD $53.00/CAD $58.00/£35.99/€46.90

Also available as an e-book.

CREDiBilitY: How leaders Gain and lose it, Why People Demand it
Second Edition

With rich examples of real executives and managers in action, Kouzes and Posner explain why leadership is, 
above all, a relationship whose cornerstone is credibility, and reveal the six key disciplines and related practices 
that strengthen a leader’s capacity for developing and sustaining credibility. 

HARDCOVER • ISBN: 978-0-470-65171-1 • USD $27.95/CAD $33.95/£18.99/€24.90

Also available as an e-book. 

tHE lEaDERsHiP CHallENGE® WORKBOOK
Third Edition

Serving as both an independent guide and a companion to The Leadership Challenge book, this Workbook 
helps executives and business students to refl ect on their approach to leadership; record what they’ve learned 
about themselves, their team, and their organization; and project and apply the practices and commitments to 
all their projects.

PAPERBACK • ISBN: 978-1-118-18270-3 • USD $22.95/CAD $27.95/£15.99/€20.90

Also available as an e-book.

stRENGtHENiNG CREDiBilitY: a leader’s Workbook
Equally valuable as an independent guide and a companion to Kouzes and Posner’s landmark book, Credibility, 
this workbook takes your participants on a personal step-by-step journey toward increased credibility. The 
workbook enables the participant to refl ect on the beliefs and values that guide individual leadership behavior; 
examine how one’s actions impact one’s image as a credible messenger; explore ways to enhance relationships 
with key constituents; and build energy and commitment around shared aspirations.

PAPERBACK • ISBN: 978-1-118-01701-2 • USD $19.95/CAD $23.95/£13.99/€17.90

Also available as an e-book.

a COaCH’s GUiDE tO DEvElOPiNG EXEmPlaRY lEaDERs: making the 
most of the leadership Challenge and the leadership Practices inventory (lPi)
Filled with best practices and success stories as well as worksheets and checklists, this guide written in 
conjunction with coaching expert Elaine Biech provides practical information and tools for integrating 
The Leadership Challenge, LPI, and The Five Practices of Exemplary Leadership® into an executive 
leadership program. 

PAPERBACK • ISBN: 978-0-470-37711-6 • USD $45.00/CAD $50.00/£30.99/€39.90

Also available as an e-book.

tHE lEaDERsHiP CHallENGE
Fifth Edition 

More than two million people worldwide have read this 
wisdom and practical insights for executives and future leaders, it provides an in-depth look at the principles 
and concepts behind the Leadership Challenge
Practices of Exemplary Leadership

HARDCOVER • ISBN: 978-0-470-65172-8 • USD $29.95/CAD $35.95/£19.99/€25.90

Also available as an e-book.

tHE lEaDERsHiP CHallENGE
Third Edition

tHE lEaDERsHiP CHallENGE
This resource provides practical information and tools for demonstrating and teaching The Five Practices 
of Exemplary Leadership
experiential learning activities and games, each keyed to a specifi c practice(s).

PAPERBACK • ISBN: 978-0-470-47713-7 • USD $53.00/CAD $58.00/£35.99/€46.90

Also available as an e-book.

CREDiBilitY: 
Second Edition

a COaCH’s GUiDE tO DEvElOPiNG EXEmPlaRY lEaDERs: 
most of the leadership Challenge and the leadership Practices inventory (lPi)
Filled with best practices and success stories as well as worksheets and checklists, this guide written in 
conjunction with coaching expert Elaine Biech provides practical information and tools for integrating 
The Leadership Challenge, LPI, and The Five Practices of Exemplary Leadership
leadership program. 

PAPERBACK • ISBN: 978-0-470-37711-6 • USD $45.00/CAD $50.00/£30.99/€39.90

Also available as an e-book.

Also available as an e-book. 

stRENGtHENiNG CREDiBilitY: 
Equally valuable as an independent guide and a companion to Kouzes and Posner’s landmark book, 
this workbook takes your participants on a personal step-by-step journey toward increased credibility. The 
workbook enables the participant to refl ect on the beliefs and values that guide individual leadership behavior; 
examine how one’s actions impact one’s image as a credible messenger; explore ways to enhance relationships 
with key constituents; and build energy and commitment around shared aspirations.

PAPERBACK • ISBN: 978-1-118-01701-2 • USD $19.95/CAD $23.95/£13.99/€17.90

Also available as an e-book.

a COaCH’s GUiDE tO DEvElOPiNG EXEmPlaRY lEaDERs: 
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Public Workshops

JOIN US IN NEW ORLEANS, LA

New Orleans is one of the world’s most fascinating cities. Steeped in a history of 
in� uences from Europe, the Caribbean, Africa and beyond, it’s home to a truly unique 
melting pot of culture, food and music. 

Come experience New Orleans, one of America’s most culturally and historically-rich 
destinations and bene� t from the inspirational programs offered at The Leadership 
Challenge 2014.

The Leadership Challenge Forum 2014 will feature two full days of programming 
geared to leadership development professionals. 

 ◾ Kick-off keynote and vision workshop with best-selling authors 
Jim Kouzes and Barry Posner

 ◾ Inspirational keynote speakers

 ◾ In-depth case study sessions showing how The Leadership Challenge has 
been successfully implemented in a variety of organizations

 ◾ Skill-building sessions focused on speci� c activities or initiatives that bring 
The Five Practices of Exemplary Leadership® to life

 ◾ Knowledge-sharing sessions and consultations with experts

 ◾ Networking opportunities

Leadership is about the ability to enable others to achieve their personal best—and 
to apply that achievement to reaching shared goals. What better way for you and your 
participants to experience The Leadership Challenge® than at one of The Leadership 
Challenge Workshops? During the Workshop participants apply The Five Practices 
of Exemplary Leadership® model through video cases, workbook exercises, group 
problem-solving tasks, lectures, and outdoor action learning. Take the workshop and 
join the thousands who have transformed their lives to become truly extraordinary 
leaders. Public Workshops are conducted in cities worldwide.

VISIT: leadershipchallenge.com/events.aspx
FOR A COMPLETE SCHEDULE.

 THE
LEADERSHIP 
CHALLENGE

FORUM
2014
NEW ORLEANS, LA
JUNE 19-20

Register Today! 
VISIT leadershipchallengeforum.com

Connect with Us

 @tlctalk and @kouzesposner  facebook.com/kouzesposner Join The Leadership Challenge group

www. facebook.com/kouzesposner


For CUSTOMIZABLE WORKSHOPS and  
evidence-based instruments. Ask Wiley.

In this section you’ll find our new and best-selling workshops and 
assessments. These training packages all contain facilitator guides 
that give you everything you need to conduct powerful workshops 
and provide insightful assessments.

&Training
     Packages Assessments
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The Accountability Experience
Linda Galindo

Accountability is a hot issue in business as organizations face the toughest recession in 
years. Yet the notion of accountability is confused with punishment, fault, blame, and 
guilt. Accountability expert Linda Galindo states the only true accountability is “personal 
accountability” and the only way to achieve it is to take responsibility for the outcomes of 
your choices, behaviors, and actions. 

This training program outlines a three-step process to accountability: 

 »  Claiming ownership of a task (Responsibility) 

 »  Taking personal action to complete the task (Self Empowerment) 

 »  Answering for the outcome (Accountability).

The three-step process is tied together using the clear agreement form that allows manag-
ers and employees to create clear agreements around key assignments and track progress 
more effectively.

Sold Separately

Participant Workbook
ISBN 978-0-470-60461-8
USD $42.00/CAD $43.00
£28.99/€37.90

Self Assessment
ISBN 978-0-470-60462-5
USD $17.00/CAD $15.00
£11.99/€15.90

Poster
ISBN 978-0-470-60478-6
USD $12.00/CAD $12.00
£8.99/€11.90

Reminder Card
ISBN 978-0-470-60479-3
USD $2.00/CAD $2.00 
£1.99/€2.90

FACILITATOR’S GUIDE PACKAGE
Includes case studies and role play 
exercises, scripts, PowerPoint® slide 
deck, lecture content, models and 
frameworks, action planning and 
instructions for using the assessment 
tool.

ISBN 978-0-470-60710-7
USD $233.00/CAD $248.00 
£160.00/€209.00

DELUXE FACILITATOR’S GUIDE 
PACKAGE
Includes everything in the Facilitator’s 
Guide Package, plus a copy of the 
book, The 85% Solution.

ISBN 978-0-470-61022-0
USD $248.00/CAD $264.00 
£170.00/€219.00

PROGRAM LENGTH
1 day, with scripts for shorter modules

Also Available

The 85% Solution 
How Personal Accountability Guarantees Success— 
No Nonsense, No Excuses 
Linda Galindo, with Versera Performance Consulting
Hardcover • 256 Pages • ISBN 978-0-470-50016-3
USD $22.95/CAD $27.95
£15.99/€20.90

Linda Galindo is 
president of Galindo 
Consulting  
(www.lindagalindo.
com) and works with 
leaders who aim to 
improve their orga-
nizations, work, and 

personal lives through greater per-
sonal accountability. she works with 
Ceo-level clients conducting execu-
tive assessments and coaching, key-
notes, seminars, and retreats. she 
has 15 years of experience in cul-
tural diversity, change management, 
accountability, leadership develop-
ment, and cultural assessment.

A B O U T  T H E  A U T H O R

HowPERSONAL ACCOUNTABILITYGUARANTEES SUCCESSNo Nonsense, No Excuses
L I N D A  G A L I N D O with Versera Performance Consulting

HOW

ACCOUNTABLE

ARE YOU?
com

n.co

olution.

      Find out aat 8t 85percentntsol

Test drive the Facilitator’s Guide free 
for 30 days. Call 1-866-888-5159 or 
email leadership@wiley.com

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470500163
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470607107
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470610220
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470604618
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470604625
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470604786
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470604793
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470500163
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COURAGEOUS LEADERSHIP 
FACILITATOR’S GUIDE PACKAGE
This Facilitator’s Guide Package 
provides you with all the materials 
you need to conduct the Courageous 
Leadership workshop, from under-
standing what courage is and isn’t, 
to a complete script for facilitating 
the workshop. This package also 
includes a copy of the Participant 
Workbook, a Profile, and a flash drive 
with PowerPoint® presentations for an 
executive briefing and the workshop; 
and a takeaway wallet card noting the 
key points of the workshop.

ISBN 978-0-470-56796-8
USD $228.00/CAD $248.00 
£155.00/€202.00

DELUXE FACILITATOR’S GUIDE 
PACKAGE
Includes everything in the Facilitator’s 
Guide Package, plus a copy of 
Courage Goes to Work

ISBN 978-1-118-04910-5
USD $240.00/CAD $264.00
£160.00/€209.00

PARTICIPANT WORKBOOK
ISBN 978-0-470-53713-8
USD $52.00/CAD $59.00 
£34.99/€44.90

PROFILE—PRINT
ISBN 978-0-470-53711-4
USD $17.00/CAD $14.00 
£11.99/€15.90

REMINDER CARD
ISBN 978-0-470-90265-3
USD $2.00/CAD $2.00 
£1.99/€2.90

PROGRAM LENGTH
half-day or 1-day workshops

COURAGEOUS LEADERSHIP 
PROFILE 360 ONLINE
ISBN 978-0-470-53712-1
USD $120.00/CAD $132.00
£80.00/€115.00

SELF ASSESSMENT—
ONLINE 
ISBN 978-1-118-23765-6
USD $40.00/CAD $44.00
£26.99/€38.90

Courageous Leadership
A Program for Using Courage to Transform the Workplace 

Bill Treasurer

Courage is the first virtue of leadership success. Leaders require courage to make bold 
decisions even when there are dissenters, to say what needs to be said no matter the 
consequences, and to place their trust in those they manage. The Courageous Leadership 
workshop introduces a new organizational development practice called courage-building, 
guiding participants to: 

 »  Learn about the three different types of courage and when (and how) to use each 

 »  Gain insight into your own “courage history” so you can use your past to strength-
en your future 

 »  Understand the impact fear has on personal and organizational performance 

 »  Learn about two distinct ways of leading and approaches for inspiring more cou-
rageous behavior among the people with whom you work 

 »  Develop an action plan for extending the value of the workshop 

 »  Step up to challenges more readily, embrace change more fully, and speak up 
more assertively.

“Courage is a core value at SPANX, and at the heart of everything we do to create winning 
products for our customers. SPANX has used, and benefitted from, many of the concepts related 
in this material.”—Laurie Ann Goldman, CEO, SPANX 

Discover more at workplacelearning.wiley.com 

Bill Treasurer is founder and chief encouragement officer of Giant Leap 
Consulting, a company that endeavors to build courage in people and 
organizations. high-profile clients include the home depot, sPAnX, and 
nAsA. Bill is also a member of the Pfeiffer Partner Program, and he 
wrote an article for the spring 2009 issue of Leader to Leader.

A B O U T  T H E  A U T H O R

Test drive the Facilitator’s Guide 
free for 30 days. Call 1-866-888-5159 
or email leadership@wiley.com

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470567968
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470902653
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470537138
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470537114
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118049105
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Also Available from Cy Wakeman

The Reality-Based Rules of  
the Workplace
Know What Boosts Your Value, Kills Your Chances, 
and Will Make You Happier
The key to understanding how your manager calculates your real 
value—and how to boost it. More than anything else, you need to 
understand exactly how your employer evaluates you, and your 
annual performance review doesn’t tell the whole story. In The 
Reality-Based Rules of the Workplace, Cy Wakeman shows how 
to calculate your true value to your organization by understand-
ing your current and future potential against your “emotional 
expense”—the toll your actions and attitudes take on the people around you. With Cy’s 
clear, straight-to-the-point advice, you can confront and reduce your emotional costliness, 
become an invaluable member of your team, and even learn to love your job again.
Hardcover  208 pages  ISBN 978-1-118-41368-5 
USD $27.95/CAD $27.95/£18.99/€24.90

Reality-Based Leadership
Ditch the Drama, Restore Sanity to the Workplace, 
and Turn Excuses into Results

“Cy Wakeman’s book delivers a powerful message. The bottom line—
this is required reading for all leaders!” 

—Russ Olson, president and CEO, Liberty Bank

Hardcover  192 pages  ISBN 978-0-470-61350-4 
USD $27.95/CAD $33.95/£18.99/€24.90

Ditch the Drama,

Restore Sanity to the Workplace,

& Turn Excuses Into Results

C Y  WA K EM A N

“One of the rare few outstanding business books…I loved it.”
—from the Foreword by LARRY WINGET,  author of It’s Called Work for a Reason! 

FACILITATOR’S GUIDE PACKAGE
This Facilitator’s Guide provides 
everything a facilitator needs to 
take participants through the Reality 
Based Leadership program and 
prepare them to return to their work-
places equipped with the facts-based, 
confident approach of a Reality-
Based Leader, capable of liberating 
and inspiring others.

ISBN 978-1-118-59977-8 
USD $225.00/CAD $248.00 
£150.00/€195.00

PARTICIPANT WORKBOOK
ISBN 978-1-118-54044-2 
USD $49.00/CAD/$54.00
£32.99/€42.90

SELF ASSESSMENT
ISBN 978-1-118-54046-6 
USD $15.00/CAD $17.00
£10.99/€14.90

NEW
Reality-Based Leadership Workshop  
Facilitator’s Guide Set
Cy Wakeman

The Reality-Based Leadership Workshop shows leaders how to restore peace to the 
workplace so there is time to focus on the bottom line. Infused with New York Times 
best-selling author Cy Wakeman’s winning style, this lively workshop opens your leaders’ 
eyes to the unproductive ways they spend their time at work helps them gain new per-
spectives of themselves as employees. Then this engaging workshop shows them how to 
apply these lessons to become better leaders of their direct reports.

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118599778
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470613504
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118540442
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118540466
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118413685
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Leading Through Transitions
Kerry Bunker, Michael Wakefield

Change and transition are no longer periodic events. Today, they are the ongoing and nat-
ural state of most organizations. And while many leaders have become skilled at effecting 
and responding to the structural side of change (creating a vision, reorganizing, restruc-
turing, and so on), it’s rare that they fully grasp or focus on the human side of change: 
grieving, letting go, building hope, and learning. This workshop helps leaders understand 
the need to balance the dynamic tension between seemingly paradoxical leadership 
attributes such as being tough while simultaneously expressing appropriate empathy, 
catalyzing change while facilitating emotional transition, and having a sense of urgency 
while being realistically patient. It provides sound research, solid frameworks, and practi-
cal resources to help participants assess both individual and organizational patterns of 
leadership behavior in the face of change, which in turn allows leaders to evaluate what’s 
working, what’s not working, and what’s missing.

FACILITATOR’S GUIDE PACKAGE
The Facilitator’s Guide Package 
includes scripts for workshop deliv-
ery. The package also includes the 
two sample Participant Workbooks 
(one- and two-day versions) for use 
in the workshop; a flash drive; and 
a Paradox Wheel Poster for captur-
ing results during the workshop. The 
flash drive includes copies of the 
agendas, PowerPoint® slides, and 
the Paradox Wheel Handouts to be 
used during the workshops.

ISBN 978-0-470-47186-9
USD $249.00/CAD $274.00 
£170.00/€219.00

PROGRAM LENGTH

1–2 days

FACILITATOR’S GUIDE PACKAGE
The Facilitator’s Guide walks you 
through the process of preparing, 
administering, and debriefing the DAP. 
In addition, the guide offers key dis-
cussion questions and instructions on 
how to best help participants create 
individualized action plans.

This package includes the Facilitator’s 
Guide and one DAP assessment.

ISBN 978-0-7879-9554-6
USD $51.00/CAD $54.99 
£33.99/€43.90

PROGRAM LENGTH

1 day

Sold Separately

Participant  
Workbook—1 Day
ISBN 978-0-470-45021-5
USD $50.00/CAD $55.00 
£33.99/€43.90

Participant  
Workbook—2 Day
ISBN 978-0-470-56227-7
USD $100.00/CAD $110.00 
£70.00/€89.90

Authentic Leadership  
Paradox Wheel  
Handout—Package of 20
ISBN 978-0-470-56228-4 
USD $25.00/CAD $28.00
£16.99/€21.90

Diversity Awareness Profile (DAP)
Facilitator’s Guide
second edition

Karen M. Stinson

Most people don’t intend to discriminate, judge, or isolate their 
colleagues. This kind of harmful behavior not only results 
in hurt feelings, it also has a negative effect on performance, 
retention, corporate culture, and the bottom line. The Diversity 
Awareness Profile (DAP) is designed to increase employee 
awareness of this important issue so that they are able to iden-

tify, evaluate, and modify their own behavior.

This fully revised second edition of the classic, best-selling assessment instrument will 
help training participants understand how their actions—whether obvious or subtle—
affect a person of a different culture, gender, or ethnic background. It is designed to 
serve as either a quick, stand-alone intervention or as part of a larger program on improv-
ing working relationships between employees. After completing the 24-item questionnaire, 
participants can reflect on their behavior and find the path toward respect for all people.

Sold Separately

Diversity Awareness Profile (DAP)
ISBN 978-0-7879-8813-5  USD $17.00/CAD $17.99/£11.99/€15.90

BEST
SELLER

BEST
SELLER

Test drive the Facilitator’s Guide 
free for 30 days. Call 1-866-888-5159 
or email leadership@wiley.com

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470471869
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780787988135
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470450215
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470462277
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470562284
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780787995546
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Remarkable 
Leadership 
A Learning Series

Kevin Eikenberry

With the starting framework that lead-
ers become remarkable through learning, 
Eikenberry sets out to challenge the par-
ticipant to be more intentional about what, 
when, and how they learn.  

The key to the learning series is the flexibility. There 
are 12 learning units and the facilitator guides, allowing you 
to pick and choose which topics you want to cover. 

Go Positive! 
Lead to Engage

Sam Glenn, Doug McKinley,  
Scott Carbonara

Unleash the power of a fully engaged 
workforce

Based on the most recent behavioral and 
psychological research and the authors’ 
collective, combined 60-plus years of experience fostering positive attitudes, Go Positive! Lead 
to Engage offers a concise, clear, easy-to-implement formula for engaging employees from 
the inside out that will create a difference in any workplace. The program utilizes a positive—
rather than punitive—approach to helping employees be internally motivated for success and 
ensures a deeper, more long-lasting level of engagement and loyalty in the workplace. 

FACILITATOR’S GUIDE PACKAGE
Includes everything you need to con-
duct one-day or half-day workshops: 
a customizable outline of the Go 
Positive model; a one-day workshop 
script, including exercises; a flash 
drive with presentation slides; a 
sample Participant Workbook and a 
poster of the Go Positive model.

ISBN 978-0-470-90844-0
USD $227.00/CAD $248.00 
£155.00/€202.00

DELUXE FACILITATOR’S GUIDE 
PACKAGE
Includes everything in the Facilitator’s 
Guide Package above, plus A Kick in 
the Attitude.

ISBN 978-0-470-90715-3
USD $242.00/CAD $264.00 
£165.00/€212.00

Sold Separately

Participant Workbook
ISBN 978-0-470-90714-6
USD $40.00/CAD $39.00 
£26.99/€34.90

Reminder Card
ISBN 978-0-470-90752-8
USD $2.00/CAD $2.00
£1.99/€2.90

Poster
ISBN 978-0-470-90716-0
USD $12.00/CAD $11.00
£8.99/€11.90

NEW

Sold Separately

Also Available

From Bud to Boss
Secrets to a Successful Transition to Remarkable Leadership
Kevin Eikenberry, Guy Harris 
Hardcover • 320 pages • ISBN 978-0-470-89155-1 • USD $24.95/CAD $29.95/£16.99/€21.90

Building Relationships
ISBN 978-0-470-50182-5
USD $17.00/CAD $19.00 
£11.99/€15.90

Championing Change
ISBN 978-0-470-50183-2
USD $17.00/CAD $19.00 
£11.99/€15.90

Valuing Collaboration and 
Teamwork
ISBN 978-0-470-50184-9
USD $17.00/CAD $19.00
£11.99/€15.90

Communicating Powerfully
ISBN 978-0-470-50185-6
USD $17.00/CAD $19.00
£11.99/€15.90

Developing Others
ISBN 978-0-470-50186-3
USD $17.00/CAD $19.00 
£11.99/€15.90

Focusing on Customers
978-0-470-50187-0
USD $17.00/CAD $19.00
£11.99/€15.90

Managing Projects and  
Processes Successfully
ISBN 978-0-470-50188-7
USD $17.00/CAD $19.00
£11.99/€15.90

Responsibility and  
Accountability
ISBN 978-0-470-50190-0
USD $17.00/CAD $19.00
£11.99/€15.90

Setting and Supporting  
Goal Setting
ISBN 978-0-470-50191-7
USD $17.00/CAD $19.00 
£11.99/€15.90

Solving Problems and  
Making Decisions
ISBN 978-0-470-50192-4
USD $17.00/CAD $19.00
£11.99/€15.90

Thinking and Acting Innovatively
ISBN 978-0-470-50193-1
USD $17.00/CAD $19.00
£11.99/€15.90

Influencing with Impact
ISBN 978-0-470-50206-8
USD $17.00/CAD $19.00
£11.99/€15.90

FACILITATOR’S GUIDE PACKAGE
Includes all 12 participant workbooks.

ISBN 978-0-470-50557-1
USD $319.00/CAD $351.00
£215.00/€309.00

DELUXE FACILITATOR’S GUIDE 
PACKAGE
Includes everything in the Facilitator’s 
Guide Package, plus a copy of 
Remarkable Leadership.

ISBN 978-0-470-50558-8
USD $339.00/CAD $373.00
£230.00/€329.00

PROGRAM LENGTH
Twelve 1- to 1.5-hour sessions

Also Available

A Kick in the Attitude
An Energizing Approach to Recharge Your Team, Work, and Life
Sam Glenn
Hardcover • 210 pages • ISBN 978-0-470-52805-1 • USD $21.95/CAD $25.95/£14.99/€19.90

Test drive the Facilitator’s Guide 
free for 30 days. Call 1-866-888-5159 
or email leadership@wiley.com

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470908440
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470891551
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470907153
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470907146
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470907528
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470907160
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470528051
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470505571
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470505588
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470501825
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470501856
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470501849
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470501832
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470501863
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470501870
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470501887
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470501900
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470501917
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470501924
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470501931
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470502068
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Bruce Tulgan

Fight the under-management 
epidemic!

In today’s high-pressure workplace, 
managing people has become 
increasingly important in maintain-
ing competitive advantage. Current 
research reveals that employees 
don’t quit organizations, they quit 
their immediate supervisor. And 
when an employee walks out the 
door, they take all of their talent, 
knowledge, and experience with them. So how are managers “managing” today? Most 
managers take a hands-off approach. They empower employees by leaving them alone 
to succeed or fail on their own accord. Besides, managers don’t have the time to manage 
when faced with all of their other responsibilities.

In the It’s Okay to Be the Boss workshop, managers are taught that empowerment is not an 
excuse for undermanagement. This step-by-step program shows managers how to:

» Build relationships of trust and confidence with employees

» Delegate tasks, responsibilities, and projects

» Keep employees focused and moving in the right direction

»  Increase productivity, quality, retention of high-performers, and turnover among  
low-performers

»  Sharply reduce waste, inefficiency, errors, down-time, and conflict among employees.

Sold Separately

Participant Workbook
ISBN 978-0-470-40534-5
USD $52.00/CAD $54.00/£34.99/€44.90

Career Anchors
The Changing Nature of Careers
Fourth edition

Edgar H. Schein, John Van Maanen 

Developed by Edgar Schein at MIT’s Sloan School of 
Management, Career Anchors has become the industry 
standard since it was originally created more than 40 
years ago. This research-backed program enables partici-
pants to discover their “career anchor,” a combination of perceived 
areas of competence, motives, and values related to occupational 
work choices.

While this model has stood the test of time, there are many changing factors in the mar-
ket that require a fresh look at the content. This new edition of a classic career develop-
ment tool provides readers with updated coverage and data that reflects the current world 
of work and looks at how people think of their careers and the qualities they haven’t con-
sidered or simply take for granted.

visit careeranchorsonline.com for a free test drive of the assessment.

Sold Separately

Participant Workbook
ISBN 978-1-118-45575-3
USD $30.00/CAD $33.00
£20.99/€26.90

Self Assessment
ISBN 978-1-118-45576-0
USD $17.00/CAD $18.00
£11.99/€15.90

PA RT I C I PA N T  W o r k b o o k

CAREER 
ANCHORS

F O U R T H  E d i t i o n

THE  CHANGING NATURE  OF CAREERS >

EDGAR H. SCHEIN
 JOHN VAN MAANEN

>

FA C I L I TAT O R ’ S  G u i d e

CAREER 
ANCHORS

F O U R T H  E d i t i o n

THE CHANGING NATURE OF WORK AND CAREERS >

EDGAR H. SCHEIN
 JOHN VAN MAANEN

FACILITATOR’S GUIDE PACKAGE
The Facilitator’s Guide Package 
includes an interactive Participant’s 
Workbook, background information, 
a thorough introduction to the model, 
a detailed script for training delivery, 
a PowerPoint® slide deck, short 
instructional videos for facilitator edu-
cation or for workshop inclusion, and 
a flash drive.

ISBN 978-0-470-46240-9
USD $202.00/CAD $219.00 
£135.00/€175.00

DELUXE FACILITATOR’S GUIDE 
PACKAGE
Includes everything in the Facilitator’s 
Guide Package, plus a copy of 
Tulgan’s It’s Okay to Be the Boss 
book.

ISBN 978-0-470-62084-7
USD $222.00/CAD $265.99 
£150.00/€195.00

PROGRAM LENGTH
1 day

FACILITATOR’S GUIDE PACKAGE
This revised and enlarged Career 
Anchors Facilitator’s Guide Package 
contains everything you need to 
administer the Career Anchors 
Self-Assessment and then coach 
participants through their individual 
discovery process and future career 
planning.

ISBN 978-1-118-60877-7
USD $76.00/CAD $83.00
 £52.50/€65.90

It’s Okay to Be the Boss

Test drive the Facilitator’s Guide free  
for 30 days. Call 1-866-888-5159 or  
email leadership@wiley.com

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118608777
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470405345
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118455753
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118455760
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470462409
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470620847
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FACILITATOR’S GUIDE PACKAGE
The Facilitator’s Guide provides all 
the materials needed to conduct a 
Trustworthy Leader workshop that will 
empower your organization by build-
ing trust at every level. This package 
includes a copy of the Participant’s 
Workbook, a Self-Assessment, a  
poster, and a takeaway reminder card 
with the model. It also includes a 
flash drive with scripts, PowerPoint®  
slides, and an electronic version of 
the facilitator’s guide.

ISBN 978-0-470-90581-4
USD $236.00/CAD $248.00 
£160.00/€209.00

DELUXE FACILITATOR’S GUIDE  
PACKAGE
Includes all the items in the above 
package, plus a copy of The  
Trustworthy Leader.

ISBN 978-0-470-90577-7
USD $251.00/CAD $264.00 
£170.00/€219.00

Also Available

The Trustworthy Leader
Leveraging the Power of Trust to Transform Your 
Organization

Amy Lyman

Explore the benefits organizations enjoy when trustworthy behavior is 
practiced consistently by their leaders.
Hardcover • 224 pages • ISBN 978-0-470-59628-9
USD $27.95/CAD $33.95/£18.99/€24.90

Sold Separately

Participant Workbook
ISBN 978-0-470-90579-1
USD $55.00/CAD $54.00 
£36.99/€47.90

Self Assessment
ISBN 978-0-470-90614-9
USD $15.00/CAD $13.00 
£10.99/€14.90

The Trustworthy Leader Card
ISBN 978-0-470-90576-0
USD $2.00/CAD $2.00 
£1.99/€2.90

The Trustworthy Leader Poster
ISBN 978-0-470-90583-8
USD $12.00/CAD $11.00
£8.99/€11.90

VALUES
Cofounder of Great Place to Work® Institute AMY LYMAN 

Producer of
the FORTUNE

100 BEST
COMPANIES TO

WORK FOR®
ANNUAL

LIST

INCLUSION
THE
TRUST
WORTHY 
LEADER
Leveraging the Power of Trust
to Transform Your Organization

HONORR
INTEGRITY

RESPONSIBILITY

HONESTY

The Trustworthy  
Leader
A Training Program for  
Building and Conveying  
Leadership Trust

Amy Lyman, Hal Adler

According to decades of research conducted by Amy Lyman, Hal Adler, and the Great 
Place to Work® Institute, trust between leaders, managers, and employees is the key to 
developing a great workplace culture that materially contributes to organizational growth, 
innovation, and overall success. This dynamic workshop provides an understanding of 
how trustworthy leaders develop their point of view and provides participants with key 
strategies for becoming a trustworthy leader. 

This training package offers facilitators a comprehensive, flexible, and engaging work-
shop to present to leaders and managers who want to develop or strengthen their ability 
to be trustworthy. Participants examine the behaviors that generate trust as well as posi-
tive business results. Interactive exercises, discussions, and reflection work together to 
create powerful insights and a commitment to change.

By the conclusion of the workshop, participants will be able to:

 »  Consider how past incidents have influenced you

 »  Evaluate your current use of key behaviors that build trust

 »  Understand the elements of the Virtuous Circle of a trustworthy leader

 »  Demonstrate the behaviors associated with each element

 »  Identify how the elements support you moving through uncertainty in 
pursuit of opportunities

 »  Plan actions to enhance your effectiveness at being a trustworthy leader.

A B O U T  T H E  A U T H O R S

Amy Lyman, PhD, is co-founder of the Great Place to Work Institute and currently 
serves as director of corporate research. Lyman has assisted organizations with the 
merging of cultures and ensuring the development of trust in the new environment, 
leadership development, and creating organization-wide communication and training 
plans. 

Hal Adler is founder and Ceo of Leadership Landing™ (www.leadershiplanding.
com). he is the former president (and current adjunct consultant) of Great Place to 
Work Institute. Adler has years of experience working with leadership across such 
industries as healthcare, airlines, finance, manufacturing, insurance, retail, hospitality 
and gaming, technology, and construction. 

The Great Place to Work Institute is a global research and consulting firm with 32 affiliates 
around the world. The Institute uses its Trust Index employee survey and Culture Audit to pro-
duce the FORTUNE 100 Best Companies to Work For and the Best small & medium Companies 
to Work for in America lists in addition to best companies lists in 40 countries. For more informa-
tion, visit www.greatplacetowork.com

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470905814
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470596289
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470905777
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470905791
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470906149
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470905760
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470905838
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The Great Workplace
Building Trust and Inspiring Performance

Michael Burchell, Jennifer Robin

What separates a great company from a merely  
good one?

More than offering great pay and quirky perks, a great 
workplace is one where employees trust the people they 
work for, take pride in what they do, and are inspired to 
achieve superior performance.

Based on a workshop framework used for many years at the Great Place to Work® Institute—
creators of the Fortune 100 Best Companies to Work For list—The Great Workplace: Building 
Trust and Inspiring Performance Workshop provides managers a set of powerful, effective 
exercises that will help them understand the conceptual and practical considerations of creat-
ing a high-trust work environment. In the Workshop, participants will:

 »  Examine the essential elements of a great place to work, especially the crucial 
role of trust

 »  Build an understanding of the key role that managers play in building a great 
workplace

 »  Identify opportunities and generate ideas for making change within the scope of 
their responsibility

 »  Gain practical tools for improving the quality of their work environment.

Sold Separately

Self Assessment Online
ISBN 978-0-470-59834-4
USD $17.00/CAD $17.00/£11.99/€15.90

Self Assessment Print
ISBN 978-0-470-59833-7
USD $17.00/CAD $17.00/£11.99/€15.90

Poster
ISBN 978-0-470-90288-2
USD $12.00/CAD $11.00/£8.99/€11.90

Card
ISBN 978-0-470-90289-9
USD $2.00/CAD $2.00/£1.99/€2.90

Michael Burchell, Ed.D., (Philadelphia, PA) is vice president and senior 
consultant with The Great Place to Work Institute. A sought-after speaker 
at conferences around the world, he has worked with companies across a 
diverse industry portfolio, and with senior leaders in positioning the work-
place as a competitive business.

Jennifer Robin, Ph.D., is a senior consultant at the Great Place to Work 
Institute. she leads the Advisory Practice, helping leaders integrate their or-
ganization’s culture with its strategy and aligning efforts to be a great work-
place. she teaches undergraduate, master’s, and professional programs at 
Bradley University. she is the coauthor of A Life in Balance.

The Great Place to Work Institute (san Francisco, CA) is a global research and 
consulting firm with 32 affiliates around the world. The Institute uses its Trust Index 
employee survey and Culture Audit to produce the Fortune 100 Best Companies to 
Work For and the Best small & medium Companies to Work for in America lists in  
addition to best companies lists in 40 countries. For more information, please visit  
www.greatplacetowork.com

A B O U T  T H E  A U T H O R S Also Available

The Great Workplace:
How to Build It, How to Keep 
It, and Why It Matters
Michael Burchell,  
Jennifer Robin
Hardcover  272 pages
ISBN 978-0-470-59626-5
USD $27.95/CAD $33.95
£18.99/€24.90

Learn more at:  
www.pfeiffer.com/go/greatworkplace

the

GREAT
WORKPLACE

HOW TO BUILD IT, HOW TO KEEP IT,
AND

WHY IT MATTERS 

Producer of

the FORTUNE 

100 BEST

COMPANIES TO 

WORK FOR®

ANNUAL

LIST

MICHAEL BURCHELL
AND JENNIFER ROBIN

                 OF THE GREAT PLACE TO WORK®  INSTITUTE

FACILITATOR’S GUIDE PACKAGE
This Facilitator’s Guide Package 
includes everything you need to 
conduct one-day and half-day work-
shops, including agendas, objectives, 
and scripts; tips, best practices, and 
exercises; a Participant Workbook 
and a Great Workplace Leadership 
Assessment; a poster and a take-
away card; and a flash drive with 
PowerPoint® presentations to accom-
pany the workshops.

ISBN 978-0-470-59835-1
USD $235.00/CAD $248.00 
£160.00/€209.00

DELUXE FACILITATOR’S GUIDE 
PACKAGE
You get everything in the Facilitator’s 
Guide Package plus a copy of The 
Great Workplace book is included.

ISBN 978-0-470-59836-8
USD $260.00/CAD $275.00 
£175.00/€225.00

PARTICIPANT WORKBOOK
ISBN 978-0-470-59832-0
USD $55.00/CAD $54.00 
£36.99/€47.90

Now  
Available 

Online! 

Test drive the Facilitator’s Guide free  
for 30 days. Call 1-866-888-5159 or  
email leadership@wiley.com

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470598351
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470596265
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470598368
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470598320
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470902899
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470598337
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470902882
0005795
Sticky Note
Marked set by 0005795
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Managing for Employee Engagement
A Workshop Based on The Three Signs of a Miserable Job

Patrick M. Lencioni

According to Patrick Lencioni, three underlying factors will make a job miserable, and 
they can apply to virtually all jobs regardless of the nature of the work being done. The 
three signs are at first glance obvious and seemingly easy to resolve. And yet they remain 
largely unaddressed in most organizations.

Anonymity—People cannot be fulfilled in their work if they are not known. 

Irrelevance—Everyone needs to know that their job matters to someone. 

Immeasurement—Employees need to gauge their progress and level of contribution for 
themselves. They cannot be fulfilled if their success depends on the opinions and whims 
of another person, now matter how benevolent that person may be.

This management development program is designed to help managers more effectively 
engage, motivate, and retain employees by eliminating the three causes of job misery.

Sold Separately

Participant Workbook
ISBN 978-0-470-52073-4
USD $55.00/CAD $61.00/£36.99/€47.90

Self Assessment—Print
ISBN 978-0-470-52074-1
USD $20.00/CAD $22.00/£13.99/€17.90

Poster
ISBN 978-0-470-92962-9
USD $12.00/CAD $11.00/£8.99/€11.90

The Three Signs of a Miserable Job 
DVD Presentation
ISBN 978-0-9763090-2-4
USD $495.00/CAD $544.99/£330.00/€480.00

180 Assessment—Online (self and manager)
ISBN 978-0-470-53708-4
USD $80.00/CAD $88.00/£55.00/€79.90 
Market restricted

Self-Assessment—Online
ISBN 978-1-118-36383-6
USD $40.00/CAD $44.00/£26.99/€38.90
Market restricted

FACILITATOR’S GUIDE PACKAGE
This Facilitator’s Guide Package pro-
vides everything needed to create a 
high-impact half- or full-day work-
shop for managers. Beginning with an 
introduction to the model and instruc-
tions for administering and debriefing 
the 360-degree or self assessment, 
the dynamic material guides trainers, 
facilitators, and coaches through The 
Three Signs of a Miserable Job.

ISBN 978-0-470-53728-2
USD $251.00/CAD $274.00 
£170.00/€219.00

DELUXE FACILITATOR’S GUIDE 
PACKAGE
This includes everything above, plus 
a copy of The Three Signs DVD.

ISBN 978-0-470-92706-9
USD $697.00/CAD $765.00 
£465.00/€600.00

Patrick Lencioni is president of The Table Group, a management consult-
ing firm specializing in executive team development and organizational 
effectiveness. As a consultant and speaker, he has worked with thousands 
of senior executives in organizations ranging from Fortune 500 corpora-
tions and professional sports teams to universities and nonprofits, includ-
ing southwest Airlines, Barnes & noble, General mills, newell rubbermaid, 
sAP, and the Us military Academy at West Point.

A B O U T  T H E  A U T H O R

Test drive the Facilitator’s Guide free  
for 30 days. Call 1-866-888-5159 or  
email leadership@wiley.com

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470520734
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470929629
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470520741
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470537282
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470927069
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780976309024
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118363836
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The Five Dysfunctions of a Team Workshop
second edition

Patrick M. Lencioni

Tap into your organization’s ultimate competitive advantage—teamwork!

“The Five Dysfunctions of a Team program not only restored the fiscal health of our company, it 
provided the crucial tools for us to face the economic downturn. The program has enabled us to 
sustain performance through creativity and teamwork and we’re using it throughout our entire 
company.”—Matt Danilowicz, CEO, Clear-Com

Based on his best-selling leadership fable, The Five Dysfunctions of a Team, Patrick 
Lencioni gives trainers everything needed for a high-impact half-, full-, or two-day learning 
experience for functional teams or team leaders.

This new edition is significantly revised and improved to meet the changing needs of  
organizations and individuals. The second edition of the Facilitator’s Guide includes two  
distinct workshops.

 1.  The Five Dysfunctions of a Team: A Workshop for Teams helps team members 
improve in each of five key fundamentals: trust, conflict, commitment, accountability, 
and results.

 2.  The Five Dysfunctions of a Team: A Workshop for Team Leaders provides leaders 
with an in-depth understanding of the model, along with techniques for applying the 
theory to help their teams.

Ideal for off-sites and retreats or even a series of development meetings, this training package 
will allow teams of all types to begin the journey toward greater productivity and cohesion.

“The Five Dysfunctions of a Team is simply the best content available on teams. After imple-
menting the products extensively within our organization, we have found Lencioni’s practical 
approach to be invaluable.”—Mike Phelan, principal, Deloitte Consulting

Sold Separately

Participant Workbook
ISBN 978-1-118-16790-8
USD $65.00/CAD $72.00/£45.00/€57.90

Team Leaders Participant Workbook
ISBN 978-1-118-11878-8
USD $65.00/CAD $72.00/£45.00/€57.90

Team Assessment—Print
ISBN 978-1-118-12730-8
USD $20.00/CAD $22.00/£13.99/€17.90

Team Assessment—Online
ISBN 978-0-7879-9724-3
USD $34.50/CAD $37.99/£23.99/€34.90 

Video Presentation
ISBN 978-0-9763090-0-0
USD $495.00/CAD $544.99/£330.00/€480.00

FACILITATOR’S GUIDE PACKAGE
The Facilitator’s Guide Package 
includes everything you need to run 
a high-impact workshop for teams, 
including a binder (with loose-leaf 
pages and tabs), paper assessment, 
two Participant Workbooks, poster, a 
Frequently-Asked-Questions booklet, 
a flash drive containing scripts and 
PowerPoints® for both workshops.

ISBN 978-1-118-14086-4
USD $251.00/CAD $274.00 
£170.00/€219.00

DELUXE FACILITATOR’S GUIDE 
PACKAGE
Includes everything in the Facilitator’s 
Guide Package, plus the DVD presen-
tation.

Deluxe Facilitator’s Guide Package
ISBN 978-1-118-17674-0
USD $697.00/CAD $765.00 
£465.00/€600.00

PROGRAM LENGTH
2 days (with half- and one-day options)

Also Available

The Advantage 
Why Organizational Health Trumps  
Everything Else in Business
Hardcover  240 pages 
ISBN 978-0-470-94152-2
USD $27.95/CAD $33.95/£18.99/€24.90

The Five Dysfunctions of a Team 
A Leadership Fable 
Hardcover  240 pages
ISBN 978-0-7879-6075-9
USD $24.95/CAD $26.99/£16.99/€21.90

WHY ORGANIZATIONAL HEALTH

TRUMPS EVERYTHING ELSE

IN BUSINESS

PATRICK LENCIONI
BEST-SELLING AUTHOR OF THE FIVE DYSFUNCTIONS OF A TEAM

The
Advantage

P A T R I C K  L E N C I O N I

A  L E A D E R S H I P  F A B L E

AUTHOR OF  S ILOS , POLIT ICS , AND TURF  WARS

N E W  Y O R K  T I M E S  B E S T - S E L L E R

Revised  
and Updated 

Second  
Edition!

Test-drive the Facilitator’s Guide free  
for 30 days. Call 1-866-888-5159 or  
email leadership@wiley.com

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118140864
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118176740
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118167908
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118118788
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118127308
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780976309000
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780787960759
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470941522
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470934234
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Team Advantage
The Complete Coaching Guide for Team Transformation

D. J. Mitsch, Barry Mitsch

Team Advantage is a proven team coaching program designed to transform teams and  
their leaders through a development process—one that goes beyond the typical two-day 
team-building event. The program is presented as an organizational “game” oriented 
around a stretch goal that is meaningful to the organization’s success and includes partner-
ship with a coach who conveys coaching skills to the team leader as they focus together  
on guiding the team to new awareness, new agreements, and extraordinary performance. 
The process includes four phases of team development that are implemented over the 
course of 16 weeks.

Program objective
Provides a forum for real conversations, truth telling, and 
surfacing conflict as a natural and integral part of team 
dynamics. In addition, it leaves the team with a replicable 
process for continuing to grow together as they accomplish 
their potential.

Learn more at: www.teamadvantageguide.com

Sold Separately

Team Leader’s Field Guide
ISBN 978-0-470-46336-9
USD $52.00/CAD $59.00/£34.99/€49.90

Team Member Guide
ISBN 978-0-470-46334-5
USD $42.00/CAD $47.00/£28.99/€41.90

COACH’S FACILITATION GUIDE 
PACKAGE
This complete training package 
includes sample copies of the 
leader’s guide for the team leader 
and a participant’s guide for the team 
members.

ISBN 978-0-470-47185-2
USD $226.00/CAD $242.00 
£155.00/€222.00

PROGRAM LENGTH
16 weeks, including  
one- or two-day kick-off meeting

Essential resources for training and HR professionals

Essential resources for training and HR professionals

Essential resources for training and HR professionals

Team Emotional and 
Social Intelligence 
(TESI® Short) 
Marcia Hughes, James 
Bradford Terrell

Few areas of performance have 
received as much attention 
in recent years as Emotional 
Intelligence. Considered to be 
a reliable indicator of perfor-
mance, the concept of EI has 
been adopted by thousands of 
organizations, most notably in 
the development of leaders and 
teams. Since teams are the source of most of the productivity, creativity, and reliability in 
organizations, success relies upon the quality of teams performing the mission at hand.

Leaders in the field of Emotional Intelligence, Hughes and Terrell bring to you the assess-
ment package designed for enabling your team members and their leaders to systemati-
cally evaluate their team performance and understand the seven critical behaviors that are 
essential for building high-performance teams: Team Identity • Motivation • Emotional 
Awareness • Communication • Conflict Resolution • Stress Tolerance • Positive Mood.

Program objectives
Participants will learn to recognize their team’s current emotional and social effectiveness 
and will be asked to commit to strengthening their skills in one or two of the seven skills 
by developing an action plan.

FACILITATOR’S GUIDE PACKAGE
This package includes detailed 
instructions, scripts, PowerPoint® 
slides, and sample copies of the par-
ticipant workbook, poster, TESI short 
assessment, and book. 

ISBN 978-0-470-25909-2
USD $163.00/CAD $176.00 
£110.00/€142.00

PROGRAM LENGTH
1 day with half-day option

Sold Separately

TESI® Short
ISBN 978-0-7879-8842-5
USD $17.00/CAD $18.00
£11.99/€15.90

Participant Workbook
ISBN 978-0-7879-8845-6
USD $32.00/CAD $35.00
£21.99/€28.90

Poster
ISBN 978-0-470-38109-0
USD $12.00/CAD $11.00
£8.99/€11.90

Test drive the Facilitator’s 
Guide free for 30 days.  
Call 1-866-888-5159 or  
email leadership@wiley.com

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470471852
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470463369
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470463345
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470259092
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780787988425
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780787988456
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470381090
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EISA Online 360
The Online 360 is an online assessment that a participant’s coworkers use to evaluate the 
participant’s emotional intelligence. The Online 360 is based on the Bar-On emotional 
quotient inventory (EQi), the first American Psychology Association-endorsed measure of 
emotional intelligence. EISA measures emotional intelligence on five major scales:

1: People Skills

2: Change Capacity/Resilience

3: Motivation

4: Self-Awareness

5: Stress Tolerance

EISA provides human resource professionals, trainers, and coaches with a statistically 
proven and reliable measure of skills in the five areas that research has shown most influ-
ence personal performance at work.
ISBN 978-0-470-24864-5
USD $120.00/CAD $132.00/£80.00/€115.00

FACILITATOR’S GUIDE PACKAGE
The Facilitator’s Guide Package 
contains everything facilitators need 
to introduce EI into any organiza-
tion—no matter how large or small—
including a Participant Workbook, 
EISA instrument, background info, a 
thorough introduction to the model, 
a detailed script for training delivery, 
and a flash drive. The flash drive 
includes a slide deck and electronic 
version of the Facilitator’s Guide.

ISBN 978-0-470-46241-6
USD $252.00/CAD $274.00 
£170.00/€219.00

PROGRAM LENGTH
1 day with half-day optionEmotional Intelligence Skills Assessment (EISA)

Steven J. Stein, Derek Mann, Peter Papadogiannis, Wendy Gordon

Improve your emotional intelligence—improve your business

Emotional Intelligence (EI) is the best determinant of performance and leadership within 
any organization. Referring to a wide range of emotional and social skills that are invalu-
able to individuals in any context, EI involves abilities, competencies, and skills involved 
in relating to and understanding oneself and others. Research shows a strong correlation 
between success at work and well-developed emotional intelligence skills. Like other 
forms of intelligence, such as IQ, EI can be assessed and measured. Unlike IQ, however, 
EI can be developed and improved.

Now there’s a comprehensive assessment tool for easily and accurately measuring EI—
the Emotional Intelligence Skills Assessment! The EISA allows you to:

 »  Quickly and accurately measure EI

 »  Provide a framework for discussion, coaching, and growth.

Sold Separately

Participant Workbook
ISBN 978-0-470-46210-2
USD $52.00/CAD $54.00/£34.99/€44.90

Self Assessment
ISBN 978-0-470-24865-2
USD $20.00/CAD $22.00/£13.99/€17.90

Test drive the Facilitator’s Guide free 
for 30 days. Call 1-866-888-5159 or 
email leadership@wiley.com

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470462416
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470462102
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470248652
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470248645
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The ePolicy Toolkit
Social Media, Mobile, and 
Messaging Management  
Facilitator’s Guide Package

Nancy Flynn

From email and the 
web to Facebook and 
smartphones, electronic 
business communication 
tools and technologies 
are fraught with poten-
tially costly and pro-
tracted risks for business, 

including litigation, regulatory violations, loss of confidential 
data, mismanaged business records, Pr nightmares, security 
breaches, and lost productivity.

The ePolicy Toolkit is a complete resource to help hr profes-
sionals recognize and manage risk, develop policies, and 
train employees around social media and other online com-
munication tools. Written in a readable style without legal 
jargon, it covers the key legal, regulatory, and technical issues, 
including online writing tips, electronic rules and policies, risk 
control, electronic business records management, and best 
practices for training managers and employees.

Paperback  • 176 pages  •  IsBn 978-1-118-14366-7
Usd $150.00/CAd $165.00/£100.00/€129.00

The Total Onboarding 
Program 

An Integrated Approach 
to Recruiting, Hiring, and 
Accelerating Talent

George B. Bradt,  
Ed Bancroft

Your complete 
resource for  
recruiting, hiring,  
and accelerating  
talent across the  
organization

The Total Onboarding Program shows training HR profes-
sionals a detailed approach for getting their new employees 
up to speed in half the regular time, and how to enable and 
inspire new employees to deliver better results faster on the 
job. Onboarding ensures that new hires are able to be highly 
productive starting on day one and ready to hit the ground 
running. The core concepts of providing onboarding assis-
tance are:

 • Accommodation 

 • Assimilation 

 • Acceleration

Program Objectives:

 •  Helps employers bring new and recently promoted employ-
ees up to speed and productive in half the usual time 

 •  Reduces hiring or promoting risk and increases retention 
rates 

 •  Reveals proven tools, techniques, and “tricks of the trade” 
that enable managers to monitor, measure, and keep their 
new employees’ success on track

 •    Identifies most prevalent landmines that derail new hires 
and ways to avoid those landmines 

 •  Provides an onboarding framework that can be consistently 
deployed in any organization.

Loose-leaf • 352 pages • IsBn 978-0-470-55228-5
Usd $495.00/CAd $545.00/£330.00/€430.00

Essential resources for training and HR professionals

George Bradt and Ed Bancroft

Companion to the Wiley publication Onboarding

The TOTAL
ONBOARDING Program
AN INTEGRATED APPROACH TO RECRUITING,
HIRING, AND ACCELERATING TALENT 

The Social Media Handbook

Policies and Best Practices 
To Effectively Manage your 
Organization’s Social Media 
Presence, Posts, and Potential 
Risks

Nancy Flynn

This important resource offers a 
guide to best practices for creat-
ing safe, effective, and compliant 
electronic business communica-
tions. The book contains a thor-
ough review of the risks inherent 
in employees’ social media use 
and content and explores how 
organizations can help manage 

behavior, mitigate risks, and maximize compliance through the 
implementation of strategic social media compliance management 
programs.
hardcover • 384 pages • IsBn 978-1-118-08462-5
Usd $47.00/CAd $52.00/£31.99/€41.90

N A N C Y  F LY N N

P O L I C I ES  A N D  B EST  P RAC T I C ES 

TO  EFFECTIVELY MANAGE YOUR ORGANIZATION’S 

SOCIAL  MEDIA  PRESENCE,  POSTS,  AND POTENTIAL  R ISKS

T H E Social  Media

H A N D B O O K

CONNECT WITH WILEY
Stay up-to-date with the latest news 

  facebook.com/WileyWLS

  twitter.com/wileywls

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118143667
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118084625
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470552285
www.facebook.com/WileyWLS
twitter.com/wileywls
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Global Executive 
Leadership Inventory (GELI)
Facilitator’s Guide Package 

Manfred F. R. Kets de Vries

The Inventory consists of 100 
action- and behavior-based ques-
tions that are designed to mea-
sure the participants’ competency 
within 12 areas. The Facilitator’s 
Guide provides instructions for 

administering an effective self-assessment as well as for 
obtaining 360-degree feedback from colleagues. once 
the assessment is completed and scored, the Facilitator’s 
Guide explains how to discuss the feedback within exec-
utive teams or during coaching sessions.

visit gelinonline.com for a free test drive of the online 
assessment. 

IsBn 978-0-7879-6984-4
Usd $130.00/CAd $142.99/£90.00/€119.00

Exercising Influence

A Discussion Guide for Team Leaders and 
Group Facilitators, Set

B. Kim Barnes

Influence is a skill set that everyone needs, 
yet few people have a good understanding 
of what it means and how to develop them-
selves as influencers. Exercising Influence: A 
Discussion Guide for Team Leaders and Group 

Facilitators will help you guide participants through the complex 
process of understanding and beginning to develop effective influ-
encing skills. Once they complete the program, they will be ready 
to begin building the relationships they need to get positive results 
in and outside the sphere of work.
IsBn 978-0-7879-8464-9
Usd $63.00/CAd $68.99/£42.50/€55.90

Facilitation Skills Inventory

Administrator’s Guide Set

Ingrid Bens

In this training package, Ingrid Bens 
(author of the best-selling book Facilitating 
with Ease) includes all the necessary 
components for conducting her highly 
acclaimed Facilitation Skills Inventory 
(FSI). This tested assessment provides 

invaluable feedback on a participant’s core knowledge, tactical 
awareness, and observed behaviors.

The Facilitation Skills Inventory Package includes an 
Administrator’s Guide, Observer Guide, and Participant Guide.  
The package also includes samples of the Self and Observer  
versions of FSI.  
IsBn 978-0-470-40868-1
Usd $139.00/CAd $149.00/£95.00/€122.00

Bridging the Leadership Divide

Building High-Performance Leadership 
Relationships across Generations 

Ron A. Carucci, Josh Epperson,  
Lela Tepavac

Based on their research within organi-
zations, Carucci and colleagues have 
identified six patterns that distinguish 
distressed relationships from powerful 

relationships between incumbent leaders and emerging leaders. 
The workshop will explain and assess these patterns as well as 
explore how these patterns promote or hinder cross-generational 
relationships. The workshop includes case studies, role plays, jour-
naling exercises, and action-planning tools. The accompanying par-
ticipant workbook will include case studies, self-reflection exercises, 
and strategies for a follow-up development plan.
IsBn 978-0-470-52826-6
Usd $211.00/CAd $219.00/£145.00/€189.00

Campbell Leadership Descriptor

Facilitator’s Guide Package

David P. Campbell

Identify your leadership strengths and 
weaknesses! Designed specifically for use in 
situations where a comprehensive analysis 
of leadership characteristics is useful—such 
as leadership development seminars, class-
room discussions, and one-on-one coach-

ing—the Campbell Leadership Descriptor provides a personalized 
assessment with a minimum of administrative complexity.
IsBn 978-0-7879-5978-4
Usd $58.00/CAd $63.99/£38.99/€51.90

The Decision-Making Style Inventory

William C. Coscarelli

The Decision-Making Style Inventory is a 
validated and reliable 20-item Likert assess-
ment that identifies an individual’s decision-
making style preference. The assessment 
measures four dimensions. Two structural 
styles—Systematic and Spontaneous, and two 
processing styles—Internal and External. In 

this Inventory the two dimensions are combined to find a preferred 
decision-making style: Systematic-Internal, Systematic-External, 
Spontaneous-Internal, and Spontaneous-Eternal, plotted on a four-
quadrant chart. The Inventory is a powerful tool that can be used in 
numerous developmental situations such as formal leadership train-
ing, coaching, and even performance appraisals.
IsBn 978-0-7879-8839-5
Usd $17.00/CAd $17.99/£11.99/€15.90

facilitator’s guide

bridging the
leadership divide

building

high-performance 

leadership

relationships

across

generations

ron a. carucci

josh epperson

lela tepavac
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http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780787969844
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780787984649
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780787988395
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470408681
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470528266
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780787959784
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Coaching for Commitment 
Workshop
Third edition

Cindy Coe, Amy Zehnder, Dennis C. Kinlaw

#1 coaching program—now fully 
updated!

In today’s fast-paced, employee-centered 
organizations, the opportunities for lead-
ership no longer rest with managers and 

supervisors alone—everyone needs to be a coach! In this best-sell-
ing training package, authors Coe and zehnder have created a fully 
revised, dynamic, interactive, experiential, and comprehensive two-
day workshop on the Coaching for Commitment content. Whether 
you are looking to reenergize seasoned coaches or begin teaching 
coaching for the first time, this workshop can help you achieve your 
coaching goals!

IsBn 978-0-7879-8250-8
Usd $159.00/CAd $170.99/£110.00/€142.00

Appreciative Inquiry for Collaborative Solutions

21 Strength-Based Workshops

Robyn Stratton-Berkessel

A practical resource for facilitators who want to introduce 
positive, strength-based perspectives into their work and 
trainings. Author Robyn Stratton-Berkessel explores 
basic principles and practices, shows you how to incorpo-
rate AI into existing work, and offers practical advice for 
designing new trainings. She provides a variety of ready-

to-deliver workshops on topics such as leadership, diversity, technology, creativ-
ity, change, innovation, learning, collaboration, coaching, and team-building. A 
first in the field of Appreciative Inquiry, this important resource provides 21 
ready-to-use workshops for facilitators, leaders, consultants, and trainers who 
want to empower others in creating collaborative solutions.
IsBn 978-0-470-48316-9
Usd $66.00/CAd $68.00/£45.00/€57.90

Applied Strategic Planning

Consultant’s Toolkit

second edition

Timothy N. Nolan, Leonard D. 
Goodstein, Jeanette Goodstein

Based on the proven applied 
strategic planning model (ASP), 
this toolkit will help you plan 
and deliver an effective strategy 

plan for organizations of all types and sizes. A power-
ful aid to consultants, facilitators, and change agents 
engaged in implementing strategic planning with orga-
nizational- and executive-planning teams, this revised 
edition of the best-selling toolkit incorporates the most 
recent theory and research into strategic planning, as 
well as advances in the ASP model since the first edi-
tion was published.
IsBn 978-0-7879-8851-7
Usd $500.00/CAd $549.99/£335.00/€440.00

Creative Style Profile 

Facilitator’s Guide Set 

revised

Beverly L. Kaye, Beverly Olevin

A tool for every trainer, the 
Creative Style Profile is designed 
not to tell participants IF they are 

creative, but HOW they are creative. It is not a test of 
creativity, but an exploration of where their creative 
strengths lie. Easy to administer, the profile works one 
on one—making it useful for coaching and career coun-
seling—or in groups. For a group setting, the guide 
includes a reproducible score sheet for aggregating 
individual scores to arrive at a team creativity profile.

Participants will improve their understanding of cre-
ativity and innovation and build more collaborative 
relationships.
IsBn 978-0-7879-8974-3
Usd $51.00/CAd $54.99/£34.99/€44.90 
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Leading Across Differences

Kelly Hannum, Belinda B. McFeeters,  
Lize Booysen

This timely training tool provides exam-
ples of and perspectives on concepts and 
situations important to leading across 
differences. With 14 rich cases gleaned from 100+ 
interviews in over 20 organizations on five conti-
nents, the book offers new ways of thinking about 
leadership challenges. Each case includes a case 

summary, case text, facilitation questions, expert perspectives on the case, and 
suggestions for further action. Participants will experience a variety of situa-
tions and will be exposed to multiple sets of commentaries to help them make 
sense of the issues and possibilities associated with leading across differences.
Facilitator’s Guide Package
IsBn 978-0-470-91892-0
Usd $79.00/CAd $87.00/ £55.00/€71.90

Casebook
IsBn 978-0-470-46716-9
Usd $52.00/CAd $57.00/£32.99/€42.90

Stepping Up

A Road Map for New Supervisors

Miki Lane, Marilynne Malkin, 
Wendy Shanken, Dennis 
Cavendish

Give first-time supervisors an 
accurate, real-life picture of what 

it means to be a supervisor, the expectations for the 
position, the skills and knowledge required, and what 
it takes to succeed in the role. This practical, hands-on 
supervisor-readiness workshop is packed with solid, 
practical advice to orient a new or aspiring supervisor 
to the role and lays the groundwork for future success. 
IsBn 978-0-7879-8714-5
Usd $149.00/CAd $163.99/£100.00/€129.00

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780787982508
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470483169
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9782470918920
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9782470918920
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780787989743
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780787987145
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780787988517


Exercises
For activities that energize and engage. Ask Wiley.

here are essential collections of tools for trainers from 
the leading scholars and practitioners of interactive 
learning and active training, including elaine Biech, 
mel silberman, and “Thiagi” Thiagarajan.

&Activities, 
 Games
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75 e-Learning Activities 

Making Online Learning Interactive

Ryan Watkins

A treasure trove of exciting, meaning-
ful, and active e-learning experiences. 
These e-learning activities can be 
used to increase interactivity, engage 
learners, accomplish learning objec-
tives, develop online relationships, 
promote active learning, and create 
learning communities.

Paperback • 352 pages • IsBn 978-1-118-53916-3
Usd $85.00/CAd $87.99/£57.50/€73.90

Live and Online!

Tips, Techniques, and Ready-to-Use 
Activities for the Virtual Classroom

Jennifer Hofmann

Learn how to design effective interac-
tions for the synchronous classroom 
with this collaborative, interactive 
resource. Author Jennifer Hofmann 
explains the use of powerful synchro-
nous tools—whiteboard, chat, break-

out room, application sharing, and synchronized web-browsing—
and she provides sample exercises for each tool, along with 
advice on how the tools fit into the instructional landscape.

Free Cd-rom with sample graphics, leader guide  
pages, and templates!

hardcover w/Cd-rom • 224 pages • IsBn 978-0-7879-6978-3
Usd $90.00/CAd $93.99/£60.00/€77.90

More Jolts!
Activities to Wake Up and Engage 
Your Participants

Sivasailam Thiagarajan,  
Tracy Tagliati

The best training and workplace 
games can engage and energize 
participants, clarify complex 
ideas, and help solidify concepts 
in participants’ minds. Following 
up on their popular first collec-
tion of games, Jolts!, renowned 

trainers and game experts Thiagi and Tagliati offer More 
Jolts!, a collection of 50 ready-to-use jolts. each jolt is pre-
sented in a standard format with clear explanation of how 
and when to use it. The book provides practical guidelines 
to help trainers capture participants’ attention, smooth tran-
sitions, keep participants alert even after a break, tap the 
wisdom of the group, and break up lectures with relevant 
activities.

Paperback • 320 pages • IsBn 978-1-118-24185-1
Usd $53.00/CAd $55.00/£35.99/€46.90

Developing Emotional  
and Social Intelligence

Marcia Hughes, Amy Miller

Emotional Intelligence (EI) has been 
proven to be key to leadership suc-
cess. In this book, EI expert Marcia 
Hughes provides a broad array of 
activities for developing EI in both the 
coaching and team environment. All 
of these activities have stood the test 

of time and will help trainers at all levels engage the learner in 
active, experiential learning. Additionally, there are introduc-
tions to each activity that provide tips and techniques that will 
ensure success every time. The activities are organized with 
separate sections for individual coaching and team development. 
Paperback • 272 pages • IsBn 978-0-470-54702-1
Usd $52.00/CAd $60.00/£34.99/€44.90

BEST
SELLER

Jolts! 

Activities to Wake Up and Engage Your 
Participants

Sivasailam Thiagarajan, Tracy Tagliati

In Jolts!, master trainer Thiagarajan intro-
duces a brand-new package of powerful 
training activities specially designed to 
get participants to sit up, listen, and learn. 
These interactive experiential games and 
activities give participants a powerful 

wake-up call, startling them into reexamining their assumptions 
and habitual practices, and encouraging self-reflection, problem 
solving, and fresh perspectives.
Paperback • 272 pages • IsBn 978-0-470-90003-1
Usd $53.00/CAd $58.00/£35.99/€46.90

Essential resources for training and HR professionals

Sivasailam “Thiagi” Thiagarajan
and TRACY TAGLIATI

Activities to

WAKE UP and

ENGAGE
Your Participants 

Jolts!Jolts!
n

The Book of Road-Tested Activities

Elaine Biech

Training legend Elaine Biech oversees 
this edited collection of classic activities 
and games created by stalwarts of the 
learning community and used success-
fully for years by professional, frontline 
trainers. Spanning all types of activities—
icebreakers, role-playing, simulations, 

and energizers—the book covers classic games and activities with 
new hooks and variations to encourage audience engagement and 
participation.
Paperback • 440 pages • IsBn 978-0-470-90544-9
Usd $57.00/CAd $63.00/£38.99/€51.90

Essential resources for training and HRgor trar tr professionals

THE BOOK OF

ROAD- 
TESTED 
ACTIVITIES

ELAINE BIECHEDITOR

Co-published with 

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118241851
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470900031
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470905449
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470547021
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118539163
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780787969783
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What Would You Do?

A Game of Ethical and Moral Dilemma

Lorraine L. Ukens

What Would You Do? offers an excellent 
way to explore contemporary issues of 
morals, ethics, cooperation, and trust. The 
leader’s guide provides background and 
the experimental research that led to the 
game, complete instructions for running 
the game, and an expanded debrief sec-

tion that helps the facilitator guide the team to explore and identify 
the game’s key points. The participant’s guide contains a summary 
of 10 different scenarios and scoring sheets for each of the (up to 
10) rounds of game play.
Leader’s Guide
Paperback • 64 pages • IsBn 978-0-7879-8537-0
Usd $30.00/CAd $32.99/£20.99/€26.90

The NASAGA 
Training Activity 
Book
Judith M. Blohm, Editor

With contributions from 
experts in the field, 
this important volume 
includes 50 ready-to-use 
activities spanning a 
variety of training topics: 
communication, conflict 
management, creativity, 

team-building, decision-making, problem-solving, cus-
tomer service, and sales and marketing. each activity 
is presented in detail from set-up to debrief and two to 
three variations of each activity will demonstrate how 
to adapt it to ensure learning is directly connected to 
instructional content and transferrable to many situations. 

The NASAGA Training Activity Book is filled with illustra-
tive examples that show how activities can be used for 
maximum results and includes several debriefing mod-
els that contain real answers to help facilitators during 
debriefing sessions.

Paperback • 384 pages 
IsBn 978-0-470-60709-1
Usd $55.00/CAd $61.00/£36.99/€47.90

Emotional Intelligence  
in Action

Training and Coaching Activities for Leaders, 
Managers, and Teams

second edition

Marcia Hughes, James Bradford Terrell

A must-have resource for emotional intel-
ligence practitioners offering useful tools 
for developing EI skills mapped to the most 

widely-used EI assessments. Ideal for both individual or team coach-
ing or as part of a wider leadership and management development 
program, this book provides highly effective experiential learning, 
drawn from real life, that will help enhance emotional intelligence 
competencies in every organization.
Paperback w/lay-flat binding • 512 pages • IsBn 978-1-118-12804-6
Usd $53.00/CAd $55.00/£35.99/€46.90

Training and Coaching Activities for 
LEADERS, MANAGERS, and TEAMS

S
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EMOTIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

IN ACTION

MARCIA HUGHES
JAMES BRADFORD TERRELL 

Essential resources for training and HR professionals

Unforgettable Experiential Activities

An Active Training Resource 

Mel Silberman

Unforgettable Experiential Activities contains 
75 original activities developed and tested dur-
ing Silberman’s 40-year career as a training 
expert. These dynamic activities have stood 
the test of time and will help trainers engage 

their learners in active, experiential learning.
Paperback • 320 pages • IsBn 978-0-470-53714-5
Usd $58.00/CAd $61.00/£38.99/€51.90

The Ten-Minute Trainer

150 Ways to Teach It Quick and  
Make It Stick!

Sharon L. Bowman

Do you need to create a lot of training in a 
little time? The Ten-Minute Trainer is just 
what you need. Written for the busy train-
ing professional, this practical, grab-it-and-
go book will show you how to design and 

deliver effective training programs in less time and with increased 
learner retention. Based on two major concepts—shorter segments 
of instruction are better than longer ones, and learners remember 
more when they are involved in the learning—this book provides 
150 quick, high-energy ways to involve your learners without sacri-
ficing content. 
Paperback • 300 pages • IsBn 978-0-7879-7442-8
Usd $48.00/CAd $52.99/£32.99/€42.90

101 Ways to Improve Customer 
Service

Training, Tools, Tips, and Techniques

Lorraine L. Ukens

Learn how to train employees and build 
an infrastructure to support and reward 
exceptional customer service. This 
book presents different applications that 
provide a foundation for exceptional 
customer service: awareness, communi-

cation, planning, service excellence, solving problems, and team-
work. It includes hands-on activities, reflective discussions, process 
models, strategies, questionnaires, checklists, self-assessments, and 
more.
Paperback w/Cd-rom • 400 pages • IsBn 978-0-7879-8200-3
Usd $55.00/CAd $60.99/£36.99/€47.90

NEW

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470607091
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118128046
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470537145
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780787985370
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780787982003
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780787974428
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90 World-Class Activities  
by 90 World-Class Trainers

Elaine Biech, Editor

90 World-Class Activities by 90 
World-Class Trainers gathers classic 
activities from master trainers in one 
convenient place. The stellar list of 
trainers includes Blanchard, Crum, de 
Bono, Kouzes, Masie, Pike, Robinson, 
Silberman, Thiagi, Zenger, and 80 other 

names you’ll know.

Dozens of new and classic games designed to provide a creative 
and fun way to engage teams and groups in a collaborative learning 
activity. You’ll learn how to introduce, facilitate, and debrief each 
game—and how to adapt a game for a particular setting or audience.
Paperback • 420 pages • IsBn 978-0-7879-8198-3
Usd $47.00/CAd $51.99/£31.99/€41.90

Gadgets, Games, and Gizmos  
for Learning

Tools and Techniques for Transferring 
Know-How from Boomers to Gamers

Karl M. Kapp

Take a realistic look at how today’s hot-
test consumer technology devices and 
applications help organizations win the 

talent war. This book offers practical and innovative solu-
tions to the impending knowledge transfer problem between 
baby boomers and the next generation called “gamers.” The 
book outlines how gamer values such as using cheat codes, 
gadgets, games, and wanting to be constantly connected can 
be exploited as methods for moving information from boom-
ers to gamers.  
hardcover • 448 pages • IsBn 978-0-7879-8654-4
Usd $65.00/CAd $71.99/£45.00/€57.90

Great Webinars

How to Create Interactive Learning That  
Is Captivating, Informative, and Fun

Cynthia Clay

Proven guidelines that are exactly 
what training professionals want

As companies trim budgets, web-based 
learning is quickly becoming the pre-
ferred mode of training. Not only does 
this book put into practice adult learning 

principles, Great Webinars also provides an approach to the 
design, development, and delivery of a virtual workshop that is 
fun and engaging without being in the classroom. In addition to 
webinars, HR professionals gain information about all the inter-
active tools such as polling, chat, whiteboards, and collaboration. 
Paperback • 208 pages • IsBn 978-1-118-20544-0
Usd $43.00/CAd $51.99/£28.99/€37.90
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CYNTHIA CLAY

WEBINARS
GR E AT

How to Create Interactive Learning That Is 

Captivating, Informative, and Fun

How to Write Terrific  
Training Materials
Methods, Tools, and Techniques

Jean Barbazette

“Barbazette has done it again: 
she has made your job easier 
with step-by-step guidelines 
for developing training materi-
als. Jean covers the entire 

process in her typical easy-to-follow manner, sim-
plifying the complicated and making you the hero! 
Don’t miss this one!”—elaine Biech, ebb associ-
ates inc. and author of The Business of Consulting

 Paperback w/website • 304 pages
 IsBn 978-1-118-45403-9
 Usd $50.00/CAd $55.00/£33.99/€43.90

JEAN BARBAZETTE

HOW TO WRITE 
TERRIFIC TRAINING 
MATERIALS
METHODS, TOOLS, and TECHNIQUES

Co-published with

Training From the Back  
of the Room!

65 Ways to Step Aside and  
Let Them Learn

Sharon L. Bowman

From the author of the best-selling 
The Ten-Minute Trainer, introducing 
32 training strategies guaranteed to 
deliver outstanding training results in 
any topic, and for any group or situa-

tion. This comprehensive book is centered around the principles 
that learners learn best, and remember more of what they learn, 
when they have the freedom to choose and make decisions; when 
they have the opportunity to experiment; and when they collaborate 
and learn from their peers.
Paperback • 320 pages • IsBn 978-0-7879-9662-8
Usd $48.00/CAd $53.00/£32.99/€42.90

Lunch and Learn

Creative and Easy-to-Use Activities for 
Teams and Work Groups

Carolyn Nilson

Give your employees the training and 
development they need with these 
focused, ready-to-use activities. Lunch 
and Learn is filled with on-the-job 
learning sessions that explore targeted 
topics such as communication, teams, 
performance, change management, 

and customer service. Each of the 25 sessions is a short 55-minute 
learning experience that is based on the best principles of discus-
sion and reflection, creative thinking, problem solving, and action 
planning.
Paperback • 240 pages • IsBn 978-0-7879-7543-2
Usd $45.00/CAd $49.99/£30.99/€39.90

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118454039
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780787996628
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780787981983
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780787975432
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118205440
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780787986544


Professional  
  Development

Books
For essential tools and knowledge for your  
professional development. Ask Wiley.

In this section you’ll find our leading-edge and best-selling titles from 
expert authors in training and hr development, including Peter Block, 
William rothwell, elaine Biech, and Tim spannaus. For more than 35 
years, Wiley Workplace Learning solutions has been providing proven 
and practical guidelines on the topics that matter most to Workplace 
Learning and Performance Improvement professionals and students, such 
as e-learning, human resource management, organization development, 
consulting, and more.
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Peer Power

Transforming Workplace Relationships

Cynthia Clay, Ray Olitt

“Peer Power is my pocket coach. Useful, 
insightful, and immediately applicable, the 
book is a life saver in building business rela-
tionships and resolving conflicts.”—Pamela 
J. Schmidt, executive director, ISA–
The Association of Learning Providers
 

Paperback • 320 pages • IsBn 978-1-118-20545-7
Usd $43.00/CAd $44.00/£28.99/€37.90

CYNTHIA CLAY     
RAY OLITT

TRANSFORMING WORKPLACE 
RELATIONSHIPS

 PEER
POWER

Encyclopedia of Human Resource  
Management: Three-Volume Set

William J. Rothwell, Series Editor

HR management is a vital function of any organization, at the nexus 
of business practice, psychology, and law. This one-of-a-kind and 
all-in-one print and online encyclopedia offers access to information 
on all manner of topics and issues related to the “people” side of 
business. 

With the comprehensive three-volume Encyclopedia of Human 
Resource Management researchers, entrepreneurs, students, and  
professionals will:

 • Learn how to comply with current regulations

 • Discover how to reduce legal risks

 • Save on overall HR costs.
 
hardcover set • 1500 pages • IsBn 978-0-470-59134-5
Usd $450.00/CAd $495.00/£300.00/€389.00

Key Topics and Issues
volume one

Robert K. Prescott Ph.D., SPHR, Volume Editor

Volume One is a perfect overview featuring entries on all manner of 
human resource management, labor, and workplace policy. 
hardcover • 512 pages • IsBn 978-0-470-25773-9
Usd $158.00/CAd $165.00/£110.00/€142.00

HR Forms and Job Aids
volume Two

Jed Lindholm, Ph.D., GRP, SPHR; Karen Yarrish, Ph.D., SPHR;  
Aileen Zaballero; Volume Editors

Volume Two is a comprehensive resource that no HRM professional 
should be without. The forms are customizable or reproducible and 
comply with current  
regulations.
hardcover • 384 pages • IsBn 978-0-470-25772-2
Usd $158.00/CAd $165.00/£110.00/€142.00

Critical and Emerging Issues in Human Resources
volume Three

George M. (Bud) Benscoter, Volume Editor

With thought-provoking information on a variety of topics, learn 
how to identify and develop leaders as well as innovative approach-
es to leadership development and learning. 
hardcover • 352 pages • IsBn 978-0-470-25771-5
Usd $150.00/CAd $165.00/£100.00/€129.00

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF 

H U M A N 

RESOURCE 
MANAGEMENT

V O L U M E  1

W I L L I A M  R O T H W E L L

ROBERT K. PRESCOTT, Ph.D., SPHR

KEY TOPICS AND ISSUES

V O L U M E  E D I T O R

E D I T O R

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF 

H U M A N 

RESOURCE 
MANAGEMENT

V O L U M E  3

W I L L I A M  R O T H W E L L

GEORGE M. (BUD) BENSCOTER
V O L U M E  E D I T O R

E D I T O R

CRITICAL AND EMERGING 
ISSUES IN HUMAN RESOURCES

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF 
H U M A N 
RESOURCE 
MANAGEMENT

V O L U M E  2

W I L L I A M  R O T H W E L L

JED LINDHOLM, Ph.D., GRP, SPHRKAREN K. YARRISH, Ph.D., SPHR

HUMAN RESOURCES AND EMPLOYMENT FORMS

V O L U M E  E D I T O R S

E D I T O R

The Work of Leaders
How Vision, Alignment, and 
Execution Will Change the Way 
You Lead

Julie Straw, Barry Davis,  
Mark Scullard

Comprehensively researched, thought-
provoking, and eminently practical, 
The Work of Leaders stimulates fresh 
conversations and new perspectives 
regardless of the leader’s knowledge 

or experience. It’s an opportunity for leaders at all levels of 
learning to reflect on how they approach each step of their 
work along a “leadership continuum” and helps leaders take 
action with personalized tips and strategies that give clear 
direction and are easy to apply.

hardcover • 240 pages • IsBn 978-1-118-63653-4
Usd $24.95/CAd $26.95/£16.99/€21.90

NEW

NEW

2nd Edition

NTL 
HANDBOOK  
of  Organization
      Development
          and Change  

The

PRINCIPLES, PRACTICES, and PERSPECTIVES

Brenda B.  Jones         Michael Brazzel

Buy the  
set and  
SAVE!

The NTL Handbook of 
Organization Development 
and Change
Principles, Practices, and Perspectives 

second edition

Brenda B. Jones, Michael Brazzel

outlining the skills required to be an 
effective od practitioner, this hand-

book highlights the importance of values and ethics. It also 
methodically presents best practices, theories, methods, 
processes, and application for a new generation of od prac-
titioners and students faced with constantly emerging issues 
and changes in the workplace environment.

hardcover • 752 pages • IsBn 978-1-118-48581-1 
Usd $125.00/CAd $138.00/£85.00/€112.00

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118485811
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118636534
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118205457
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470591345
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470257739
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470257722
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470257715
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Managing Projects 

A Practical Guide for Learning Professionals 

Lou Russell

This hands-on resource for building 
practical competencies is for anyone 
who must manage one or more small-  
to mid-size projects. Filled with target-
ed processes, tools, and techniques, the 
author shows how to: 

 •  Influence stakeholders 360 degrees around you

 •  Encourage accountability from others who do not work  
for you 

 •  Negotiate time, cost, quality, and scope with executives

 •  Courageously tell the truth and get the help you need  
early enough. 

Paperback • 224 pages • IsBn 978-1-118-02203-0
Usd $48.00/CAd $50.00/£32.99/€42.90

Flawless Consulting
A Guide to Getting Your 
expertise Used

Third edition

Peter Block

Flawless Consulting is considered the “con-
sultant’s bible” and a landmark best seller 
that explains how to deal effectively with 

clients, peers, and others. Included are ideas for the virtual 
world, suggestions for dealing with difficult clients and the chal-
lenges of international consulting, additional case studies, com-
mentary, expanded guidelines on implementation, and much 
more! 

To buy the online book with enhanced content, 
go to wiley.com/buy/flawless

online Book • IsBn 978-1-118-06469-6
Usd $58.00/CAd $64.00//£45.00/€65.90

Also available in print
hardcover • 370 pages • IsBn 978-0-470-62074-8
Usd $58.00/CAd $66.00//£45.00/€65.90

Peter Block

A Guide to GettinG 
your expertise used

third edition

F l a w l e s s
Consulting

LOU RUSSELL

Essential resources for training and HR professionals

MANAGING 
PROJECTS

A Practical Guide for Learning Professionals

Closing the Execution Gap

How Great Leaders and Their Companies  
Get Results

Richard Lepsinger

Based on an extensive research from 
more than 400 companies, this book 
outlines five baseline factors critical for 
effective execution and five factors that 
differentiate companies that are most 
effective at executing plans and initiatives. 

It also explores the seven specific things leaders at all levels 
can do to close the execution gap in their company or team and 
help people get things done day-to-day. 
hardcover • 256 pages • IsBn 978-0-470-53130-3
Usd $48.00/CAd $54.00/£32.99/€42.90

Closing
The

exeCuTion
gap RiChaRd

lepsingeR
how gReaT leadeRs and TheiR 

Companies geT ResulTs

Special 
savings when 
you order the  

two-book  
set!

Now  
available 

online with 
enhanced  
content!

Beyond Change Management
how to Achieve Breakthrough results through 
Conscious Change Leadership

second edition

Dean Anderson, Linda Ackerman Anderson

By providing a clear, intelligent framework 
of thinking and map for transformation, the 
authors provide change leaders and facilitators 

crucial support for action. Includes new and ready-to-use work-
sheets, questionnaires, guidelines, and assessment instruments.

Paperback • 320 pages
IsBn 978-0-470-64808-7
Usd $58.00/CAd $61.00/£38.99/€51.90
 
The Change Leader’s Roadmap
how to navigate Your organization’s 
Transformation

second edition

Linda Ackerman Anderson, Dean Anderson

Paperback • 400 pages
IsBn 978-0-470-64806-3
Usd $58.00/CAd $61.00/£38.99/€51.90

The Change Leader’s Roadmap and  
Beyond Change Management
Two-Book set

Paperback w/website • 650 pages
IsBn 978-0-470-88013-5
Usd $80.00/CAd $88.00/£55.00/€71.90

how to navigate your 
organization’s transformation

Linda ackerman 
anderson 

dean anderson

Change
  Leader’s 
     roadmap

Second edit ion

the

  Beyond
    change
 management

how to achieve Breakthrough results 
through conscious change leadership

dean anderson

linda ackerman 
anderson 

Second edit ion

NEW

Handbook of  
Human Resource 
Development
Neal F. Chalofsky

developed, written,  
and sponsored by the preemi-
nent scholarly community for 
human resource development, 
this comprehensive foundation-
al text presents the contem-
porary landscape of the hrd 
profession and discipline with 
authoritative coverage of the 

concepts, theory, research, and applications of the field.

hardcover • 702 pages
IsBn 978-1-118-45402-2  
Usd $130.00/CAd $143.00/£90.00/€119.00

Neal E. Chalofsky
Tonette S. Rocco
Michael Morris

Handbook of
HUMAN
RESOURCE
DEVELOPMENT

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118454022
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470648087
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470880135
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470648063
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470531303
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470620748
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118064696
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118022030
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Performance Management

Putting Research into Action

James W. Smither, Manuel London, Editors

A new volume in the SIOP Professional 
Practice Series, this book contains a broad 
range of performance management topics, 
offers sound recommendations grounded 
in research, and has many examples from 
a variety of organizations. 

hardcover • 704 pages • IsBn 978-0-470-19232-0
Usd $85.00/CAd $88.00/£57.50/€73.90

Better Than Bullet Points

Creating Engaging e-Learning  
with PowerPoint

second edition

Jane Bozarth

Better Than Bullet Points is a practical, 
hands-on guide that offers the information 
and tools needed to make e-learning and 
PowerPoint® presentations stand out from 

the crowd. Bozarth includes specific instructions and helpful exercises 
that cover everything from text to art, animation to interactivity. If you 
have PowerPoint®, this book will immediately put free real-world tools 
in your hands, plus the book features online tools as well as a wealth of 
additional tools, helpful templates, and illustrative examples.
Paperback w/website • 320 pages
IsBn 978-1-118-67427-7
Usd $55.00/CAd $61.00/£36.99/€47.90

Strategy-Driven Talent Management

A Leadership Imperative

Rob Silzer, Ben E. Dowell, Editors

This volume in the SIOP Professional 
Practice series provides an up-to-date 
perspective on current talent manage-
ment practices in business organizations. 
Bringing together a collection of thought 
leaders and managers from noted organi-

zations, this book presents state-of-the-art ideas, best practices, 
and guidance on how to recruit, select, assimilate, develop, 
compensate, and retain exceptional leaders.
hardcover • 928 pages • IsBn 978-0-7879-8847-0
Usd $85.00/CAd $88.00/£57.50/€73.90

Professional Practice
S E R I E S

T H E

Rob Silzer
Ben E. Dowell
EDITORS

A Leadership Imperative

A Publication of the Society for 
Industrial and Organizational Psychology

Strategy-Driven 
Talent 
Management

Developing Talent for  
Organizational Results

Training Tools from the Best in the Field

Elaine Biech, Editor

Filled with a treasure-trove of consulting 
advice from top thought leaders in the field, 
this book delivers the answers you want to 

improve leadership, management, and communication skills; 
address training, learning, and engagement issues; and shape 
the culture and care for your customers to achieve desired 
results. 
Paperback • 656 pages • IsBn 978-1-118-12375-1
Usd $50.00/CAd $55.00/£33.99/€43.90

Essential resources for training and HR professionals

DEVELOPING
TALENT FOR
ORGANIZATIONAL
RESULTS

TRAINING TOOLS 
FROM THE BEST IN 
THE FIELD

>>

ELAINE BIECH, EDITOR

Social Media for Trainers

Techniques for Enhancing and Extending Learning

Jane Bozarth

New social media technologies and strategies 
provide quick, easy solutions to many of the 
challenges faced by workplace training practi-
tioners. Social media vehicles can help trainers 
build learning communities, facilitate quick 
assignments, offer updates or follow-up tips, 
and otherwise extend the reach of the formal 
training event.  

Paperback • 192 pages • IsBn 978-0-470-63106-5
Usd $45.00/CAd $48.00/£30.99/€39.90

Soft Skills Revolution

A Guide for Connecting with Compassion 
for Trainers, Teams, and Leaders

Maxine Kamin

Soft skills are the cluster of personality 
traits, social graces, communication, lan-
guage, personal habits, friendliness, and 
optimism that characterize relationships 
with other people in the workplace. This 

book is designed specifically to help trainers and other organi-
zational leaders build these important skills through a variety 
of methods, including structured training programs as well as 
informal learning, mentoring, and coaching.
Paperback • 256 pages • IsBn 978-1-118-10037-0
Usd $53.00/CAd $55.00/£35.99/€46.90

so� skills revolution

A�GUIDE�FOR�CONNECTING�WITH�COMPASSION�

FOR�TRAINERS��TEAMS��AND�LEADERS

MAXINE�KAMIN

NEW

NEW

Show Your Work
The Payoffs and how  
Tos of Working out Loud

Jane Bozarth

employees today are very 
comfortable with social 
sharing. And when that 
comfort level is combined 

with the proliferation of new social tools, you now have an 
easy, useful means of sharing not just what we do but how we 
get things done.  

Show Your Work features guidelines, case studies,  
recommendations, exercises, tools, and dozens of examples.

Paperback • 192 pages
IsBn 978-1-118-86362-6  
Usd $50.00/CAd $60.00/£33.99/€43.90

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118863626
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470631065
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118674277
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780787988470
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470192320
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118100370
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118123751
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RESPECT

Delivering Results by Giving Employees  
What They Really Want 

Jack Wiley, Brenda Kowske

“The book is a reminder of how critical respect  
is to employees and its role in organizational suc-
cess, and offers practical strategies to maximize 
performance, engagement, and results.  
A great resource for organizational leaders!”  

—Jennifer P. Lundblad, president and CEO, 
Stratis Health

hardcover • 224 pages • IsBn 978-1-118-02781-3
Usd $42.00/CAd $46.00/£28.99/€37.90

RESPECT

JACK WILEY      BRENDA KOWSKE

Delivering Results by Giving 
Employees What They Really Want

Organizational Intelligence 

A Guide to Understanding the Business of Your 
Organization for HR, Training, and Performance 

Consulting

Kenneth H. Silber, Lynn Kearny

Copublished with ISPI, this book includes 
a wealth of tools that helps to identify the 
gaps in organization performance and com-
municate those gaps and their solutions to 
management.

hardcover • 320 pages • IsBn 978-0-470-47231-6
Usd $57.00/CAd $63.00/£38.99/€51.90

H R ,  T R A I N I N G,  A N D  P E R F O R M A N C E  C O N S U LT I N G

intelligence
organizational

The Gender 
Communication 
Handbook

Conquering Conversational 
Collisions Between Men 
and Women

Audrey Nelson,  
Claire Damken Brown

From two renowned 
gender communication 
experts, The Gender 
Communication Handbook 
is an indispensable train-
er’s guide to conducting 

training in workplace communication between men and 
women. In this book, the authors show through empirical 
research and extensive anecdotal evidence (garnered from 
50 years of combined corporate work experience, research, 
gender seminars, coaching, and consulting) the specific ver-
bal and nonverbal behaviors men and women employ that 
define our sex roles expectations, yet paradoxically often 
ultimately result in barriers to effective inter-gender com-
munication. Includes short exercises, sample slides, train-
ing programs, and discussion points.
Paperback • 352 pages • IsBn 978-1-118-12879-4
Usd $52.00/CAd $57.00/£34.99/€44.90

Gen Y now
Millennials  
and the Evolution of 
Leadership

second edition

Buddy Hobart, Herb Sendek

In Gen Y Now, top team 
leadership gurus Buddy 
hobart and herb sendek 
explore all the myths about 
this up-and-coming genera-
tion and show you how to 
maximize their potential.

• Attract the best young talent in preparation for the
  mass retirement of Baby Boomers and Gen X
• Understand how demographic trends impact the
  way your intergenerational teams think
• Inspire motivation in millennial employees, reducing
  dissatisfaction and turnover costs.

Your organization stands to gain from Gen Y employee 
engagement—if you know how to achieve it and here 
are the leadership strategies you need to manage and 
motivate the millennial generation.

hardcover • 304 pages • IsBn 978-1-118-89946-5 
Usd $29.95/CAd $32.95/£19.99/€25.90

CONQUERING 

CONVERSATIONAL COLLISIONS 

BETWEEN MEN AND WOMEN

Essential resources for training and HR professionals

AUDREY NELSON  PH.D.        

CLAIRE DAMKEN BROWN  PH.D.

THE 

G E N D E R 
CO M M U N I CAT I O N 
H A N D B O O K

GEN
 Y 
 NOW

MILLENNIALS and the
Evolution of Leadership

S E C O N D  E D I T I O N

B U D D Y  H O B A R T

A N D  H E R B  S E N D E K

Fundamentals of Performance 
Improvement

A Guide to Improving People, Process, 
and Performance

Third edition

Darlene Van Tiem, James L. Moseley,  
Joan C. Dessinger

A practical how-to guide designed 
to help practitioners and students 
understand the science of performance 
technology and successfully implement 
organizational change.

The completely updated and revised third edition features expand-
ed sections on intervention design and development, tips for sus-
taining change over time, and all-new case studies contributed by 
top practitioners and academics in the field.
Paperback • 704 pages • IsBn 978-1-118-02524-6
Usd $90.00/CAd $94.00/£60.00/€77.90

3rd EDITION  

Darlene Van Tiem      James L. Moseley      Joan C. Dessinger

FUNDAMENTALS

Performance 

Improvement

of

Essential resources for training and HR professionals

OPTIMIZING RESULTS THROUGH PEOPLE, PROCESS, and ORGANIZATIONS

Strategic Employee Surveys

Evidence-Based Guidelines for Driving 
Organizational Success

Jack W. Wiley 

Strategic Employee Surveys guides organiza-
tions in the most effective survey feedback 
and action planning processes. 
hardcover • 176 pages • IsBn 978-0-470-88970-1
Usd $48.00/CAd $50.00/£32.99/€42.90

S T R AT E G I C
E M P L OY E E

S U RV E Y S
E V I D E N C E - B A S E D  G U I D E L I N E S  f o r 

D R I V I N G  O R G A N I Z A T I O N A L  S U C C E S S

J A C K  W. W I L E Y

NEW

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118899465
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118128794
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118025246
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The Art and Science of  
360 Degree Feedback

second edition

Richard Lepsinger,  
Anntoinette D. Lucia

This second edition of the best-selling 
book includes research and informa-
tion that more accurately reflects 
who is using 360-degree feedback 
and where and how it is being used. 
In addition, the authors incorporate 

information about the impact of advances in technology and 
the more global and virtual work environment. Included 
are case examples, tips, and pointers on preparing 360-degree 
feedback and information on how to implement it.
hardcover • 320 pages • IsBn 978-0-470-33189-7
Usd $58.00/CAd $61.00/£38.99/€51.90

Getting Your Money’s Worth from  
Training and Development

A Guide to Breakthrough Learning  
for Managers

Andrew McK. Jefferson,  
Roy V. H. Pollock, Calhoun W. Wick

Offering proven tools that help train-
ing participants get the most from the 

programs, this insightful resource explains how to create an 
environment that supports the participant’s successful transi-
tion from program learning to producing valuable results. The 
tools and methods present a formula for success that will add 
value to virtually any learning and development initiative.
Paperback • 144 pages • IsBn 978-0-470-41112-4
Usd $30.00/CAd $33.00/£20.99/€26.90

The Six Disciplines of  
Breakthrough Learning

How to Turn Training and  
Development into Business Results

second edition

Calhoun W. Wick, Roy V. H. Pollock,             
Andrew Jefferson

This thoroughly revised, updated, and 
expanded edition of The Six Disciplines of Breakthrough 
Learning reveals how training, OD, and HR professionals 
can enhance their contributions to the success of their orga-
nizations. The book is filled with practical, proven-to-work 
guidelines and examples that show clearly how to design, 
deliver, and document comprehensive learning experiences 
that improve leadership and management, sales, customer 
service, marketing, and other business functions.
hardcover • 384 pages • IsBn 978-0-470-52652-1
Usd $50.00/CAd $54.00/£33.99/€43.90

Essential resources for training and HR professionals

How to Turn Training and Development 
into Business Results

Calhoun Wick, Roy Pollock, and Andrew Jefferson

2nd

EditionThe

of Breakthrough
       Learning 

SIX
DISCIPLINES NEW

The Field Guide            
to the 6Ds 
How to Use the Six 
Disciplines to Transform 
Learning into Business 
Results

Andrew Jefferson,  
Roy V. H. Pollock,  
Calhoun W. Wick

The six disciplines of 
Breakthrough Learning 
has become a standard 
for companies serious 
about increasing the 
return on their invest-

ment in learning and development. now the authors help 
workplace learning professionals apply the concepts 
of their bestselling book. With real-world applications, 
case studies, how-to guidelines, and practical advice 
and examples for implementing the 6ds, The 6Ds 
Fieldbook will help organizations substantially increase 
the return on investment and decrease ‘learning scrap,’ 
the potential value that goes unrealized in many learning 
and development initiatives. Linking to social media to 
enhance the lessons of the book, The 6Ds Fieldbook is 
an easy-to-use and widely-applicable guide to getting 
the most from learning and development.

Paperback • 688 pages
IsBn 978-1-118-64813-1 
Usd $60.00/CAd $66.00/£42.50/€55.90

The 6Ds Workshop   
Live Workshop 
Participant Workbook

Andrew Jefferson,  
Roy V. H. Pollock,  
Calhoun W. Wick

6ds Workshop partici-
pants need a place to 
record their notes and 
the results of exercises 

as the workshop progresses. The Participant Workbook is 
also intended to serve as a useful reference following the 
workshop, something people will keep on their bookshelves 
and use. The workbook is organized by the six disciplines. 
each section contains introductory material and exercises 
that utilize tools or checklists. 

Paperback • 276 pages
IsBn 978-1-118-64803-2 
Usd $125.00/CAd $138.00/£85.00/€112.00

Also available

The 6Ds Workshop Online Workshop 
Participant Workbook

Paperback • 240 pages
IsBn 978-1-118-64809-4 
Usd $125.00/CAd $138.00/£85.00/€112.00

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118648032
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118648094
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118648131
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Improving 
Performance
how to manage 
the White space on the 
organization Chart

Updated

Geary A. Rummler,  
Alan P. Brache

I n In this revised and expanded 
new edition, Gary rummler 
reflects on the key needs 

of organizations faced with the challenge of managing 
change in today’s complex world. Improving Performance 
shows how to apply the three levels of performance and 
link performance to strategy, move from annual programs 
to sustained performance improvement, redesign pro-
cesses, overcome the seven deadly sins of performance 
improvement, and much more.

hardcover • 288 pages • IsBn 978-1-118-14370-4
Usd $64.00/CAd $66.00/£45.00/€55.90

Virtual Team Success

A Practical Guide for Working and Leading  
from a Distance

Richard Lepsinger, Darleen DeRosa

This book includes information on key challenges, 
factors for success, characteristics of effective 
virtual teams, a model for success, best effective 
practices, and enhancing performance of low-
performing teams. 
hardcover • 224 pages • IsBn 978-0-470-53296-6
Usd $58.00/CAd $60.00/£38.99/€51.90

Designing mLearning

Tapping into the Mobile Revolution for  
Organizational Performance

Clark N. Quinn

Designing mLearning debunks the myths, defines 
the opportunity, presents examples, pro vides 
guiding principles, structures the design process, 
presents implementation considerations, and places 
mobile learning in the overall strategic picture. 
Designing mLearning is the definitive work on 
mobile learning design. 

hardcover • 256 pages • IsBn 978-0-470-60448-9
Usd $58.00/CAd $66.00/£38.99/€51.90

H O W  T O  M A N A G E 

T H E  W H I T E  S PA C E 
O N  T H E  O R G A N I Z A T I O N  C H A R T

IMPROVING PERFORMANCE

T h i r d  E d i t i o n

GEARY A. RUMMLER      ALAN J. BRACHE 

VIRTUAL 
TEAM 
SUCCESS

DARLEEN DEROSA RICHARD LEPSINGER

A PRACTICAL GUIDE FOR WORKING 

AND LEADING FROM A DISTANCE

Mobile is a powerful new tool for support-

ing organizational performance, including 

a wide-variety of learning opportunities 

including innovation, collaboration, research, 

and design. Mobile generates new products, 

services, and helps solve problems. Whether 

providing needed tools, augmenting learning, 

or connecting individuals, mobile devices are 

empowering individuals and organizations.  

Designing mLearning is a hands-on resource 

that presents step-by-step guidance for 

designing, delivering, and deploying mobile 

solutions, covering both the background model 

and pragmatic considerations for successfully 

navigating mobile projects. The book takes 

an integrated approach to mobile learning 

regardless of the device used. Written by Dr. 

Clark Quinn, a noted leader in the mLearning 

revolution, Designing mLearning debunks com-

monly held myths about mLearning, defines 

the myriad opportunities for mobile, contains 

real-world, illustrative examples, includes 

implementation concerns, and places mobile 

learning in an overall strategic plan. 

Designing mLearning is written for instruc-

tional designers, developers, media experts, 

managers, and anyone with responsibility for 

supporting performance in organizations. 

While the focus is on the design of solutions, 

the book addresses the critical organizational 

issues to assist the larger agenda of mobilizing 

the organization.

The information outlined in this groundbreak-

ing guide can be applied across the mobile 

device spectrum and provides a systematic 

and integrated suite of conceptual frameworks 

to guide designers to pragmatic and effective 

solutions.

THE AUTHOR

CLARK QUINN, Ph.D., leads learn-

ing system design through Quinnovation, 

providing strategic solutions to Fortune 500, 

education, government, and not-for-profit 

organizations. An in-demand consultant and 

speaker, he has previously held management 

and academic positions. He is the author of 

Engaging Learning, Designing e-Learning 

Simulation Games. 
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TAPPING INTO THE 

MOBILE REVOLUTION FOR 

ORGANIZATIONAL PERFORMANCE

Essential resources for training and HR professionalsAn Essential Knowledge Resource

“Quinn takes you by the hand and leads you carefully and comprehensively through the 
m-learning maze of devices, models, examples, and designs, at the same time demonstrat-
ing that mobile learning is more than being about learning, but is also about performance.”

—JANE HART, founder & CEO, Centre for Learning and Performance Technologies
 

“Stop thinking mLearning is miniaturized eLearning. Just as digital video has enabled 
entirely new forms of entertainment and communication, mLearning enables power-
ful new (and old) performance solutions at very low costs. Clark omits the deafening 
hyperbole and delivers today’s best source of clear, complete, and useful mLearning 
guidance for us all.” 

—MICHAEL ALLEN, CEO, Allen Interactions

“The future is mobile. It will rock you more than the web did. And Clark Quinn has  
written the missing manual.” 

—JAY CROSS, CEO, Internet Time, and author, Informal Learning
 

“Those of us in learning and development know we spend a disproportionate amount 
of time on formal training, missing opportunities to support workers where real learn-
ing occurs: in work, every day. With a wealth of examples, Clark Quinn provides a clear, 
useful guidebook for using 21st-century tools to support our performers as they enact 
their work and apply new learning.” 

—JANE BOZARTH, Ed.D., author, Social Media for Trainers and Better Than Bullet Points

“Yes, this is a handy book about mobile learning and support. But it’s also a thoughtful 
nudge towards rethinking what we mean when we say we are educators.” 

—ALLISON ROSSETT, San Diego State University

“Clark Quinn sets the pace for a swift race toward mobile everything. His thought- 
leadership and focus on solutions that work make him the one to watch, to read, and 
to learn from now!” 

—MARCIA CONNER, advisor in business culture and collaboration, co-author of The New 
Social Learning: A Guide to Transforming Organization Through Social Media

Register at www.pfeiffer.com/email 
for more information on our publications,
authors, and to receive special offers.

TRAIN ING AND 
DEVELOPMENT

www.pfeiffer.comJoin Us at
Pfeiffer.com
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Jacket design by Jeff Puda

NEW

Rediscovering Value

Leading the 3-D Enterprise to 
Sustainable Success

Geary A. Rummler, Alan J. Ramias,  
Cherie L. Wilkins

This insightful book provides a 
management-focused view of what 
process guru Geary Rummler has 
learned about organizations since his 

landmark Improving Performance. With this book, you get 
practical guidelines for managers that want to capitalize on the 
entwined capabilities of process, technology, and people. This 
must-have resource lays out the success factors for effective 
process design, improvement, and management. 
hardcover • 272 pages • IsBn 978-0-470-19233-7 
Usd $42.00/CAd $48.00/£28.99/€37.90

White Space Revisited

Creating Value through Process

Geary A. Rummler, Alan J. Ramias  
Richard A. Rummler

Geary Rummler offers the follow-up 
volume to his best-selling guide for 
process and performance profession-
als. This book includes the essential 
methods, models, tools, and guidelines 

for creating business processes that align people, process, 
and technology. It features a road map for creating a Process 
Managed Organization and includes a management-friendly 
framework for developing a value-focused Business Process 
Architecture that executives can use to drive strategy.
hardcover • 280 pages • IsBn 978-0-470-19234-4
Usd $70.00/CAd $72.00/£47.50/€61.90

Creating Value 

Through Process

White Space Revisited

G E A R Y  A .  R U M M L E R    
C O A U T H O R  O F  T H E  B E S T- S E L L I N G  B O O K 

Improving Performance: How to Manage the White Space on the Organization Chart

A L A N  J .  R A M I A S

R I C H A R D  A .  R U M M L E R

The Training Measurement Book

Best Practices, Proven Methodologies, and  
Practical Approaches

Josh Bersin

This is your how-to guide on making learning mea-
surement more effective, efficient, and business-
aligned. Explaining the specific best practices 
identified through the author’s WhatWorks research 
process, this book identifies pragmatic, actionable, 
specific best practices, processes, and methodologies 

for practical solutions to training measurement.  
Paperback • 272 pages • IsBn 978-1-118-68240-1
Usd $55.00/CAd $60.99/£36.99/€47.90

Flat Army

Creating a Connected and Engaged Organization

Dan Pontefract

Your people are your most valuable asset, and if 
you want them to excel (and your profits to soar), 
you’ll need to abandon your traditional command-
and-control management style and adopt a col-
laborative, open leadership approach—one that 
engages and empowers your people. While this 
isn’t a particularly new idea, many leaders, while 

they may pay lip service to it, don’t really understand what it means. And 
most of those who do get it lack the skills for putting it into practice. In 
Flat Army you’ll find powerful leadership models and tools that help 
you challenge yourself and overcome your personal obstacles to change, 
while pushing the boundaries of organizational change to create a culture 
of collaboration.
hardcover • 328 pages • IsBn 978-1-118-52979-9 
Usd $32.00/CAd $32.95/£20.99/€26.90

D A N  P O N T E F R A C T

A R M Y
F L AT

 Creating a Connected 
and Engaged Organization
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First Principles  
of Instruction
Identifying and Designing Effective, 
Efficient, and  
Engaging Instruction

M. David Merrill

This handy resource describes and 
illustrates the concepts underlying 
the First Principles of Instruction 
and illustrates First Principles and 
their application in a wide variety 
of instructional products. The book 

introduces the e3 Course Critique Checklist that can be used 
to evaluate existing instructional product. It also provides direc-
tions for applying this checklist and illustrates its use for a variety 
of different kinds of courses. The author has also developed a 
Pebble-in-the-Pond instructional design model with an accompa-
nying e3 Id Checklist. This checklist enables instructional design-
ers to design and develop instructional products that correctly 
implement First Principles of Instruction.

Paperback • 528 pages • IsBn 978-0-470-90040-6
Usd $95.00/CAd $99.00/£65.00/€83.90

Creating Video for Trainers  
and Teachers

Producing Professional Video with Amateur 
Equipment

Timothy W. Spannaus

This book explores how to tell a story that 
will engage an audience and enables trainers 
to create instructional videos for a wide vari-
ety of uses and traditional and digital media. 
Incorporating advice from message design and 
multimedia research, this practical guide helps 

trainers plan, produce, edit, and distribute compelling, professional video, 
using inexpensive or free consumer-grade equipment and software.
Paperback • 224 pages • IsBn 978-1-118-08809-8
Usd $64.00/CAd $66.00/£45.00/€57.90

Essential resources for training and HR professionals

T I M O T H Y  W.  S PA N NAU S

Pro d u c i ng  Pro fess i o na l  V i d e o  w i th  A ma te u r  E q u i p m e nt

C R E A T I N G 
VIDEO

F O R  T E A C H E R S 
A N D  T R A I N E R S

The Trainer’s Handbook

Updated edition

Karen Lawson

Today’s trainers need to do more in less time 
and with fewer resources. This book offers 
a step-by-step guide for the training process 
and contains tips on assessing the needs of 
participants, keeping training learner-centered, 
incorporating activities into training, and closing 

sessions creatively. New content shows how to train successfully in a down 
economy and includes a new instructor’s guide. The guide is filled with 
worksheets, checklists, and assessments—reproducible on the accompany-
ing CD-ROM—that are designed to be flexible so trainers can plan their 
own paths to success.
Paperback w/Cd-rom • 360 pages • IsBn 978-0-470-40304-4
Usd $65.00/CAd $72.00/£45.00/€57.90

Handbook of Human 
Performance Technology

Principles, Practices, and Potential

Third edition

James Pershing, Editor  
Foreword by Harold D. Stolovitch 
and Erica J. Keeps

Here is the latest on organiza-
tional change, evaluation, instruc-
tional design, and motivation. 

This new edition features breakthrough chapters on “per-
formance technology in action” and addresses many new 
topics in the field, such as certification, Six Sigma, and com-
munities of practice.
hardcover • 1408 pages • IsBn 978-0-7879-6530-3
Usd $90.00/CAd $98.99/£60.00/€77.90

First Things Fast

A Handbook for Performance 
Analysis

second edition

Allison Rossett

This thoroughly revised classic pro-
vides guidelines for HR and training 
professionals on how to quickly 
determine performance needs 
before investing precious time and 

resources. When trainers, consultants, and problem-solvers 
need to figure out what’s wrong with an organization—and 
need a solution fast—they need this book. 
hardcover • 320 pages • IsBn 978-0-7879-8848-7
Usd $55.00/CAd $61.00/£36.99/€47.90

Advanced Presentations  
by Design

Creating Communication  
That Drives Action

second edition

Andrew Abela

This revolutionary guide can be 
used effectively for communicating 
complex data, controversial recom-
mendations, and large amounts of 

information for today’s advanced presentation needs. Based 
on the latest research, this book provides a solid empirical 
foundation for its recommendations, such as which charts 
to use under what conditions, how to sequence your mate-
rial, how to lay out your slides, and much more.
Paperback • 224 pages • IsBn 978-1-118-34791-1
Usd $60.00/CAd $72.00/£42.50/€55.90

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470900406
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118088098
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470403044
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780787965303
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118347911
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780787988487
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Performance-Based Certification

How to Design a Valid, Defensible,  
Cost-Effective Program

Judith Hale

How do you ensure that the people 
you hire can do the job right? An 
ever-increasing number of organiza-
tions are asking the same questions. 

Certification planning is the answer and Performance-Based 
Certification is the key. You’ll be able to quickly customize 
the certification tests and other job aids provided on the 
accompanying disk.
hardcover • 288 pages • IsBn 978-1-118-02724-0
Usd $85.00/CAd $88.00/£57.50/€73.90

CERTIFICATION

P E R F O R M A N C E - B A S E D

S e c o n d  E d i t i o n

How to Design 

a Valid, 

Defensible, 

Cost-Effective Program

JUDITH HALE

Essential resources for training and HR professionals

Mastering the Instructional 
Design Process

A Systematic Approach

Fourth edition

William J. Rothwell, H. C. Kazanas

The fourth edition of this classic 
text has been completely revised 
and updated and is based on the 
instructional design competencies of 

the International Board of Standards of Performance and 
Instruction (IBSTPI). The book identifies the core compe-
tencies of instructional system design and presents them in 
a way that helps to develop these competencies and apply 
them successfully in real-world settings. This comprehensive 
resource covers the full range of topics for understanding 
and mastering the instructional design process, including 
detecting and solving human performance problems; analyz-
ing needs, learners, work settings, and work; establishing 
performance objectives and performance measurements; 
delivering the instruction effectively; and managing instruc-
tional design projects successfully. 
hardcover • 528 pages • IsBn 978-0-7879-9646-8
Usd $75.00/CAd $83.00/£50.00/€65.90

Building Expertise

Cognitive Methods for Training and  
Performance Improvement

Third edition

Ruth Colvin Clark

Building expertise is a key source of competitive 
advantage in the knowledge economy. Building 
Expertise meets this challenge by providing a guide 
for instructional designers, course developers, 
and technical communicators interested in using 

research-based psychological theory to build effective training materials. 
hardcover • 512 pages • IsBn 978-0-7879-8844-9
Usd $42.00/CAd $46.00/£28.99/€37.90

Appreciative Inquiry

Change at the Speed of Imagination

second edition

Jane Magruder Watkins, Bernard J. Mohr,  
Ralph Kelly

This updated new edition puts the focus 
on how appreciative inquiry (AI) really 
works and adds guidelines on how to 

apply AI in a variety of organizational situations and for a 
variety of initiatives such as coaching, leadership development, 
strategic planning, and teambuilding. It contains tools and 
other resources to help with immediate use in the workplace 
and new and updated case studies that show how it really 
works.
Paperback • 336 pages • IsBn 978-0-470-52797-9
Usd $58.00/CAd $66.00/£38.99/€51.90

INQUIRY
A P P R E C I AT I V E 

CHANGE AT THE SPEED OF IMAGINATION

JANE MAGRUDER WATKINS     BERNARD MOHR     RALPH KELLY

S E C O N D  E D I T I O N

A Practical Guide to  
Needs Assessment
Third edition

Kavita Gupta, Catherine M. Sleezer,  
Darlene F. Russ-Eft 
Co-published with ASTD

“It’s often said that the first steps in a pro-
cess are the most important and for those 
involved in the development of any type of 
learning program, this book should be one 
of the very first steps. It’s a great update to a 
classic in the field, a practical guide to needs 
assessment that’s well suited to meeting the 

current and emerging needs of individuals and organizations.” 
—  Sam Stern, professor and former dean, College of Education, 

Oregon State University

A Practical Guide to Needs Assessment examines the role of needs 
assessment in framing people-related problems and performance 
improvement opportunities. The third edition of this book features the 
latest research findings in the field and updated information on tech-
nology-enhanced needs assessments. It addresses knowledge and 
skills assessment, job and task analysis, competency-based needs 
assessment, strategic needs assessment, and techniques for manag-
ing needs assessments. hr professionals, practitioners, and students 
will find this comprehensive guide essential to increasing efficiency 
and enhancing decision-making about needs assessment. 

hardcover • 416 pages 
IsBn 978-1-118-45789-4
Usd $75.00/CAd $83.00/£50.00/€65.90

NEW

Master Presenter
Lessons from the World’s Top Experts on 
Becoming a More Influential Speaker

David Zielinski

For anyone who wants to become a more persuasive 
and tech-savvy presenter, Master Presenter offers 
an accessible collection of the best tips, tactics, and 
hard-won lessons from top presentation skill coaches 
who write for PresentationXpert newsletter. Designed to 

be a hands-on resource, the book includes advice drawn from real-world, time-
starved businesspeople who create compelling presentations that get results.
Paperback • 304 pages • IsBn 978-1-118-48588-0 
Usd $45.00/CAd $50.00/£30.99/€39.90

NEW

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118457894
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470527979
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780787996468
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780787988449
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118027240
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118485880
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Efficiency in Learning

Evidence-Based Guidelines to 
Manage Cognitive Load

Ruth Clark, Frank Nguyen,  
John Sweller

Explore the most effective ways 
to use the three fundamental 
communications of training: 
visuals, written text, and audio. 
Regardless of how you are 

delivering your training materials, the book’s methods 
are easily applied to your lesson presentations, handouts, 
reference guides, or e-learning screens.
hardcover w/Cd-rom • 416 pages • IsBn 978-0-7879-7728-3
Usd $65.00/CAd $65.99/£45.00/€57.90

Job Aids and Performance 
Support

Moving from Knowledge in 
the Classroom to Knowledge 
Everywhere

Allison Rossett, Lisa Schafer

Learn new ways of defining 
job aids, gain approaches that 
broaden opportunities to employ 
them, and acquire strategies to 

improve their quality. You’ll get step-by-step support and 
practical, proven, and thoughtful guidance on selection, 
design, and evaluation of job aids and performance and 
decision support tools.

Free Cd-rom with examples and templates  
for dozens of workplace needs and environments!

hardcover w/Cd-rom • 240 pages • IsBn 978-0-7879-7621-7
Usd $63.00/CAd $68.99/£42.50/€55.90

Building Better Teams

70 Tools and Techniques  
for Strengthening  
Performance Within  
and Across Teams

Robert Barner, Charlotte P. Barner

Focusing on collaboration rather 
than resolving conflict, Building 
Better Teams offers a fresh 
approach to team building. It 

provides proven tools for resolving the most common 
challenges faced by groups, including establishing trust, 
gaining goal alignment, building consensus, working vir-
tually and across boundaries, and dealing with setbacks.

“This book is loaded with lessons and tools on how to get the 
best performance out of teams and is applicable to anyone 
from front line employees to the CEO.” —Mike Britton, 
president, North America, LAUNCH

Paperback • 496 pages • IsBn 978-1-118-12726-1
Usd $55.00/CAd $61.00/£36.99/€47.90

70 Tools and Techniques for 

Strengthening Performance
Within and Across Teams

Teams
Building Better

ROBERT W. BARNER, Ph.D.
CHARLOTTE P. BARNER, Ed.D

E s s e n t i a l  re s o u rc e s  f o r  t r a i n i n g  a n d  H R  p ro f e s s i o n a l s

The Gamification of 
Learning and Instruction 
Fieldbook
Ideas into Practice

Karl M. Kapp

Following Karl Kapp’s best-selling The 
Gamification of Learning and Instruction, 
this Fieldbook provides a step-by-step 
approach to implementing the concepts 
from the Gamification book with exam-
ples, tips, tricks, and worksheets to help 
a learning professional or faculty member 

put the ideas into practice. The online Workbook, designed largely 
for students using the original book as a textbook, includes quizzes, 
worksheets, and fill-in-the-blank areas that will help a student to better 
understand the ideas, concepts, and elements of incorporating gamifi-
cation into learning.

Paperback w/website • 384 pages • IsBn 978-1-118-67443-7 
Usd $60.00/CAd $66.00/£42.50/€55.90

THE GAMIFICATION 
OF LEARNING AND INSTRUCTION

KARL M. KAPP     
LUCAS BLAIR     
RICH MESCH

Co-published with

Ideas into Practice

FIELDBOOK

NEW

Learning in 3D

Adding a New Dimension to  
Enterprise Learning and Collaboration

Karl M. Kapp, Tony O’Driscoll

“Kapp and O’Driscoll nailed it. The right balance of case 
studies, theories and practical advice for any organization 
pursuing the use of virtual worlds for learning. If you are 
interested in virtual worlds for learning and collaboration, 
this book is for you.”—David A. Manning, managing 
partner, Performance Development Group

This ideal resource describes how learning needs to be adapted to 3D environ-
ments and includes the tools learning and development professionals will need 
in order to advance 3D learning within their organizations.
hardcover • 416 pages • IsBn 978-0-470-50473-4
Usd $65.00/CAd $66.00/£45.00/€57.90

Karl M. Kapp / Tony O’Driscoll

Learning in
Essential resources for training and HR professionals

Adding a New Dimension 
to Enterprise Learning 
and Collaboration

How the Immersive Internet will shape the future 
of learning and work within the Enterprise

/

The Gamification of Learning  
and Instruction

Game-Based Methods and Strategies for Training 
and Education

Karl M. Kapp

Gamification not only provides insights into matching 
the right content to the right game delivery approach, it 
helps learning and development professionals add game 
elements for improving the delivery of traditional learn-

ing offerings, provides examples of how games have improved workplace per-
formance, and lists the types of activities and concepts that can be taught using 
games. This book shows how combining instructional design thinking with 
game concepts can create engaged and interactive learning experiences across 
a variety of media, from online to face-to-face.
hardcover • 336 pages • IsBn 978-1-118-09634-5
Usd $65.00/CAd $66.00/£45.00/€57.90

THE GAMIFICATION 
OF LEARNING AND INSTRUCTION

Essential resources for training and HR professionals

KARL M. KAPP

GAME-BASED METHODS AND STRATEGIES 

FOR TRAINING AND EDUCATION

Co-published with

BEST
SELLER

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118674437
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118096345\
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470504734
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118127261
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780787977283
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780787976217
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Developing and Enhancing Teamwork  
in Organizations

Evidence-based Best Practices and Guidelines

Eduardo Salas, Scott Tannenbaum, Deborah Cohen,  
Gary Latham, Editors

This new volume in the SIOP Professional Practice 
Series provides evidence-based guidelines to help practi-
tioners seeking advice, recommendations, and guidance 
for developing and enhancing high-performance teams. 

This volume features all-star editors and contributors highlighting the evi-
dence, the lessons learned, the principles and the findings that matter when 
composing and managing work teams. Global I/O faculty and practitioners, 
students, and HR professionals will benefit from discussion on the organi-
zational influence on teams; the leader’s contribution to the teams; and how 
context matters in teams.
hardcover • 736 pages • IsBn 978-1-118-14589-0
Usd $80.00/CAd $88.00/£55.00/€71.90

Also available
Handbook of Workplace Assessment  
hardcover • 912 pages • IsBn 978-0-470-40131-6 
Usd $95.00/CAd $108.00/£65.00/€83.90

Managing Human Resources for  
Environmental Sustainability

Susan E. Jackson, Deniz S. Ones, Stephan Dilchert

Businesses are being encouraged by governments, cus-
tomers, and employees alike to adopt environmentally 
friendly policies and practices. This volume describes 
these trends and examines their implications for schol-
ars and practitioners of human resource management. 
International in scope, it reflects the concerns of differ-
ent regions of the world.

hardcover • 496 pages • IsBn 978-0-470-88720-2
Usd $95.00/CAd $99.00/£65.00/€83.90

Professional Practice
S E R I E S

T H E

A Publication of the Society for 
Industrial and Organizational Psychology

Susan E. Jackson
Deniz S. Ones
Stephan Dilchert
EDITORS

Managing
Human Resources
for Environmental
Sustainability

NEW

NEW

Announc ing  

The Industrial And Organizational  
Psychology Collection on

Wiley Custom Select is an easy-to-use website with a 

three-step process for creating the perfect course text or 

reader. It puts at your fingertips the complete Professional 

Practice series that is co-published with sIoP. This series 

brings you the best in research-based content, methodol-

ogies, best practices, and tools from the field of Industrial 

and organizational Psychology. mapped to I-o Psychol-

ogy curricula, you can easily customize content to fit your 

course needs! With this database of content, you can: 

1)  Customize. start with an existing text and add to it, 

organize it the way you want it, combine chapters or 

choose individual chapters from any of the titles in  

our special Collection. You decide how you want to 

customize your course materials to fit your syllabus 

exactly. 

2)  Personalize. next, include your personal, depart-

mental, or institutional content or any content for 

which you have copyright permission. It will be 

integrated seamlessly into the custom textbook. 

3)  Choose a Format. Finally, select the cover and title 

you want and choose either a printed or e-book 

format.

Scan here for more information or go to 
customselect.wiley.com/collection/iopsych

Professional Practice
S E R I E S

T H E

A Publication of the Society for 
Industrial and Organizational Psychology

John C. Scott
Douglas H. Reynolds
EDITORS

Handbook of
Workplace
Assessment
Evidence-Based Practices 
for Selecting and Developing 
Organizational Talent 

Professional Practice
S E R I E S

T H E

A Publication of the Society for 
Industrial and Organizational Psychology

Kyle Lundby EDITOR

    With Jeffrey Jolton

Going Global
Practical Applications and 
Recommendations for HR 
and OD Professionals in 
the Global Workplace

Professional Practice
S E R I E S

T H E

A Publication of the Society for 
Industrial and Organizational Psychology

Gina Hernez-Broome
Lisa A. Boyce
EDITORS

Advancing
Executive
Coaching
Setting the Course 
for Successful 
Leadership Coaching 

Diversity at Work

The Practice of Inclusion

Bernardo Ferdman

Co-published with SIOP

This book outlines the key issues involved in framing, 
designing, and implementing inclusion initiatives for 
organizations and groups. It shows how to apply the 
practices of inclusion and provides a unified model by 
employing diverse voices to address a range of related 

topics in multiple contexts. It also contains examples of how diversity and 
inclusion has worked in a variety of settings.
hardcover • 672 pages • IsBn 978-0-470-40133-0 
Usd $80.00/CAd $88.00/£55.00/€71.90

A Publication of the 
Society for Industrial and 
Organizational Psychology

Bernardo M. Ferdman, EDITOR

Barbara R. Deane, ASSOCIATE EDITOR 

Diversity at  Work:
The Practice of 
Inclusion

Professional Practice
S E R I E S

T H E

Technology-Enhanced Assessment of Talent

Nancy T. Tippins, Seymour Adler

This volume provides research-based guidelines to help 
you make better decisions on using technology to assess 
talent at all levels of the organization and for a full range 
of applications, from entry-level selection to senior-level 
succession and talent management.
hardcover • 496 pages • IsBn 978-0-470-59158-1
Usd $85.00/CAd $96.00/£57.50/€73.90

Professional Practice
S E R I E S

T H E

Nancy Tippins
Seymour Adler
EDITORS 

A Publication of the Society for 
Industrial and Organizational Psychology

Technology-
Enhanced
Assessment of 
Talent

Professional Practice
S E R I E S

T H E

Rob Silzer
Ben E. Dowell
EDITORS

A Leadership Imperative

A Publication of the Society for 
Industrial and Organizational Psychology

Strategy-Driven 
Talent 
Management

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118145890
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470401316
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470401330
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470887202
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470591581
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The Complete Guide to Simulations and 
Serious Games

How the Most Valuable Content Will Be Created in 
the Age beyond Gutenberg to Google 

Clark Aldrich

This exciting work offers designers a new way to 
see the world, model it, and present it through 
simulations. A groundbreaking resource, it 
includes a wealth of new tools and terms and a 
corresponding style guide to help understand 
them. The author—a globally recognized industry 
guru—covers topics such as virtual experiences, 

games, simulations, educational simulations, social impact games, practiceware, 
game-based learning/digital game based learning, immersive learning, and 
serious games. This book is the first of its kind to present definitions of more 
than 600 simulation and game terms, concepts, and constructs.
hardcover • 576 pages • IsBn 978-0-470-46273-7 Usd $95.00/CAd $105.00/£65.00/€83.90

Graphics for Learning

Proven Guidelines for Planning, Designing, and 
Evaluating Visuals in Training Materials

second edition

Ruth Colvin Clark, Chopeta Lyons

Are you getting the most learning value from visuals? 
Thoroughly revised and updated, the second edition of 
the best-selling book summarizes guidelines for best 

use of graphics for instructional materials, including multimedia, texts, class-
room aids, and slides used for briefings. These guidelines are based on updated 
scientific research and contain illustrative examples, including examples for read-
ers without a background in psychology. The authors help trainers tie graphics 
into their lesson topics and include facts, concepts, processes, procedures, and 
principles. The book discusses technical and environmental issues (such as 
bandwidth or screen size) that will influence how instructional professionals can 
apply the guidelines.
Paperback • 420 pages • IsBn 978-0-470-54744-1  Usd $75.00/CAd $78.00/£50.00/€65.90

Essential resources for training and HR professionals

GRAPHICS

RUTH COLVIN CLARK     CHOPETA LYONS

CLARK     

LYONS

Learningfor
Proven Guidelines for Planning, 

Designing, and Evaluating Visuals 
in Training Materials

SECOND EDITION
SECOND 

Scenario-Based  
e-Learning

Evidence-Based Guidelines for 
Online Workforce Learning

Ruth C. Clark, Richard E. Mayer

Scenario-Based e-Learning gives 
you ideas for improving critical 
thinking skills and problem solv-
ing and includes suggestions 
for promoting opportunities for 

practicing scenario-based e-learning on the job. You also 
get tutorials, action templates, and online references.

This must-have resource also includes information on 
intrinsic versus instructional feedback and rubrics for 
virtual worlds, as well as techniques for refining think-
ing skills.
Paperback • 272 pages • IsBn 978-1-118-12725-4
Usd $75.00/CAd $83.00/£50.00/€65.90

e-Learning and the Science 
of Instruction

Proven Guidelines for  
Consumers and Designers  
of Multimedia Learning

Third edition

Ruth C. Clark, Richard E. Mayer

Ruth Colvin Clark and Richard E. 
Mayer have thoroughly revised 

and updated the third edition of their best-selling book 
to meet the needs of today’s designers, developers, and 
consumers. e-Learning and the Science of Instruction 
offers a comprehensive review of multimedia learning 
for both users and designers. The book’s research-
based information on design and development goes a 
long way in preparing effective e-learning solutions.
hardcover  528 pages  2011  IsBn 978-0-470-87430-1
Usd $65.00/CAd $72.00/£45.00/€57.90

SCENARIO-BASED 

RUTH COLVIN CLARK

Evidence-Based Guidelines for 
Online Workforce Learning 

e-Learning

Essential resources for training and HR professionals

Essential resources for training and HR professionals

RUTH COLVIN CLARK     RICHARD E. MAYER

E-LEARNING
Science

of Instruction
and the

Proven Guidelines for Consumers and 
Designers of Multimedia Learning

T H I R D  E D I T I O N

 

The New Virtual Classroom

Evidence-Based Guidelines for  
Synchronous e-Learning

Ruth Colvin Clark, Ann Kwinn

Interested in proven methods 
for using the diverse features 
of the virtual classroom (VC) 
in ways that promote learn-
ing? Unlike other books that 
focus only on the “how-tos” of 

the virtual classroom, The New Virtual Classroom  
offers guidelines on how to use features of the VC based 
on experimental evidence and linked to the psychologi-
cal processes of learning.
hardcover w/Cd-rom • 304 pages • IsBn 978-0-7879-8652-0
Usd $60.00/CAd $71.99/£42.50/€55.90

The Change Champion’s  
Field Guide 
strategies and Tools for Leading Change 
in Your organization 

second edition 

Louis Carter 

nearly a decade later, leading change pio-
neers in the field have realigned to bring you 
the second edition of The Change Champion’s 

Field Guide. This thoroughly revised and updated edition of the 
Field Guide is filled with the information, tools, and strategies need-
ed to implement a best practice change or leadership development 
initiative where everyone wins. In 45 chapters, the guide’s contribu-
tors, widely acknowledged as the “change champions” and leaders 
in the fields of organizational change and leadership development, 
explore the competencies and practices that define an effective 
change leader. 

Paperback • 832 pages • IsBn 978-1-118-13626-3 
Usd $80.00/CAd $88.00/£55.00/€71.90

NEW

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470462737
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118136263
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470547441
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780787986520
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118127254
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470874301
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The Online Learning Idea Book

Proven Ways to Enhance Technology-Based  
and Blended Learning

volume Two

Patti Shank, Editor

This hands-on resource will help you build online 
instructional materials or improve existing materials, 

including online courses, modules, activities, or supplementary materials 
for classroom-based courses. 
Paperback • 400 pages • IsBn 978-0-470-47230-9
Usd $60.00/CAd $72.00/£42.50/€55.90

Also available

The Online Learning Idea Book
95 Proven Ways to Enhance Technology-Based and Blended Learning

volume one

Paperback • 380 pages • IsBn 978-0-7879-8168-6
Usd $50.00/CAd $54.99/£33.99/€43.90

ONLINE LEARNING

the

idea book

Proven Ways to Enhance Technology-
Based and Blended Learning

PATTI SHANK
EDITOR

Essential resources for training and HR professionals
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The e-Learning Handbook

Past Promises, Present Challenges

Saul Carliner, Patti Shank

This book is packed to the gills with original contribu-
tions from the world’s foremost e-learning experts. A 
timely reference for all e-learning decision makers in 
educational settings.  

hardcover • 560 pages • IsBn 978-0-7879-7831-0
Usd $80.00/CAd $87.99/£55.00/€71.90

Best of the eLearning Guild’s 
Learning Solutions

Top Articles from the eMagazine’s  
First Five Years

Bill Brandon, Editor

From the eLearning Guild—the train-
ing industry’s largest, most active 
e-learning community. Taking a unique 

approach, this book covers the most common technologies 
such as authoring tools, XML, and storyboarding. It also 
includes more cutting-edge technologies such as mobile 
e-learning and reusable learning objects. You’ll also get 
access to a companion webpage with never-before-published 
tips, tricks, and techniques from several of the contributors so 
you can continue to stay up-to-date on the latest technologies.
Paperback • 416 pages • IsBn 978-0-470-23962-9
Usd $55.00/CAd $60.99/£36.99/€47.90

Michael Allen’s Online 
Learning Library: 
Successful e-Learning 
Interface

Making Learning Technology Polite, 
Effective, and Fun

Michael W. Allen

This book is an easy-to-read and practi-
cal guide to designing powerful, learner-centric e-learning.

 •  Offers dozens of worked examples.

 •  Contains information on topics such as analyzing the 
performance need, defining objectives, creating skill 
hierarchies, focusing on the learning experience, scoping 
and sequencing, overview of interactivity and its essential 
components. 

 •  Includes access to a website offering additional, interac-
tive content.

Paperback • 240 pages • IsBn 978-0-7879-8297-3
Usd $45.00/CAd $50.00/£30.99/€39.90

E-LEARNING  L i b ra r y

Michael Allen’s

Suggested reading for 
ASTD’S E-LEARNING DESIGN 

CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS

SUCCESSFUL

INTERFACE
Making Learning

Technology Polite, 
Effective, and Fun
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e-Learning by Design

second edition

William Horton

This practical, down-to-earth resource 
is filled with clear information and 
instruction without oversimplifica-
tion. The book helps instructors build 
customized e-learning programs from 
scratch—building on core principles 

of instructional design to develop meaningful activities and 
lessons, create and administer online tests and assessments, 
design learning games and simulations, and implement an 
individualized program.
Paperback • 640 pages • IsBn 978-0-470-90002-4
Usd $68.00/CAd $75.00/£47.50/€61.90

William Horton

SECOND EDITION E-Learning 
Designby

Essential resources for training and HR professionals

NEW

Revolutionize Learning & 
Development
Performance and Innovation Strategy for 
the Information Age

Clark N. Quinn

Co-published and sponsored by ASTD

existing training and development prac-
tices need a major overhaul. Tried and 
true methods are no longer relevant 
in today’s tech-savvy world and, in 
many cases, they simply don’t work. In 

Revolutionize Learning and Development, you get a straight-
forward look at how people really learn and get introduced to 
practical steps for rethinking, redesigning, and reestablishing 
learning delivery. 

•  Learn to avoid the pitfalls of outdated and irrelevant learning 
solutions, including those that ignore the importance of clear 
objectives, proper execution, and thorough evaluation.

•  discover the practical steps for implementing the best and 
most effective strategies for making the most of training  
programs.

don’t let learning and development myths derail you. Find 
out how to breathe new life into your programs with practical 
guidance designed to inspire today’s best learning technology 
solutions.

Paperback • 224 pages • IsBn 978-1-118-86361-9  
Usd $40.00/CAd $44.00/£26.99/€34.90

REVOLUTIONIZE
LEARNING &
DEVELOPMENT

CLARK N. 
QUINN

PERFORMANCE AND
INNOVATION STRATEGY
FOR THE INFORMATION AGE

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118863619
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470472309
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780787981686
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780787978310
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470239629
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780787982973
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470900024
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Productive Workplaces

Dignity, Meaning, and Community in the 
21st Century

Third edition, 25-Year Anniversary

Marvin R. Weisbord

Productive Workplaces is smart, well-
written and well-researched, thoughtful, 
somewhat provocative, and a one-of-a-
kind review of the integration of econom-
ics, technology, and people.  

This third edition includes many new features: a robust 
Instructor’s Manual, a revisioning of organization development 
myths, a critical appreciation of new large-group methods, case 
study follow-ups across 15 to 30 years, and 40 personal essays 
by practitioners influenced by earlier editions. Their writings 
show how the themes and values they share with Weisbord 
influence current practices around the world.
hardcover • 576 pages • IsBn 978-0-470-90017-8
Usd $75.00/CAd $83.00/£50.00/€65.90

Coaching for Leadership

The Practice of Leadership Coaching  
from the World’s Greatest Coaches

Third edition

Marshall Goldsmith,  
Laurence Lyons, Sarah McArthur

This new edition includes an Instructor’s 
Guide, a separate Casebook, and  
premium content.

hardcover • 352 pages • IsBn 978-0-470-94774-6
Usd $58.00/CAd $61.00/£38.99/€51.90

Marshall Goldsmith
Laurence Lyons
Sarah McArthur

The Practice of Leadership Coaching
from the World’s Greatest Coaches

E d i t o r s

T h i r d  E d i t i o n

COACHING
FOR

LEADERSHIP

Essential resources for training and HR professionals

The Coaching for Leadership  
Case Study Workbook

Laurence Lyons

Practical companion to a  
theoretical classic

Coaching for Leadership is the definitive 
resource for understanding the practice 
of leadership coaching; the Workbook 
brings it to life for real-world application.

Paperback • 192 pages • IsBn 978-1-118-10512-2
Usd $37.00/CAd $39.00/£24.99/€32.90

PRODUCTIVE 
WORKPLACES

Dignity, Meaning,  and 
Community  in the 

21st Century

MARVIN WEISBORD
THE CLASSIC WORK * REVISED AND EXPANDED

25th Anniversary * 3rd Edition

Best Practices in Talent 
Management

How the World’s Leading Corporations 
Manage, Develop, and Retain Top Talent

Marshall Goldsmith, Louis Carter,  
The Best Practice Institute

Comprehensive in scope, this book 
features more than 15 case studies and 
dozens of competency models, tools, 

instruments, and training material from the world’s best global 
talent management systems and campaigns that show how they 
successfully implemented and maintained talent management 
programs. Each case study includes tools, templates, compe-
tency models, guidelines, and training materials that can easily 
transfer to the real-world work of HR professionals.
hardcover • 336 pages • IsBn 978-0-470-49961-0
Usd $100.00/CAd $110.00/£70.00/€89.90

BEST PRACTICES 

TALENT
MANAGEMENT

HOW THE WORLD’S  LEADING 

CORPORATIONS MANAGE, 

DEVELOP, AND RETAIN TOP TALENT

E D I T E D  B Y 

MARSHALL  GOLDSMITH AND LOUIS  C ARTER

A PUB LICATION OF THE B EST PRACTICE INSTITUTE

Essential resources for training and HR professionals

in

Laurence S. Lyons
Illustrations by Janet Schatzman 

Essential resources for training and HR professionals

CASE STUDY WORKBOOK

THE 

COACHING
FOR

LEADERSHIP
A COMPANION EDITION 

featuring Dr. Fink’s Leadership Casebook

“An extraordinary work that will stand the test of time.” 
—MARSHALL GOLDSMITH

Engage

The Trainer’s Guide to Learning Styles

Jeanine O’Neill-Blackwell

Engage integrates both the art and 
science of strong instructional design 
using learning styles. Discover and 
capitalize on your natural training 
strengths with the 4MAT Training Style 
Inventory®: reach every learning style 

with brain-based strategies that increase engagement and reten-
tion; liven up any content with activity structures that appeal to 
all learning styles; warp speed your design with a simple, four-
step learning styles training mode; assess your training impact 
with easy-to-use assessment tools. The included tips, examples, 
strategies, and free online inventories make this book a must-
have addition to any trainer’s library.
Paperback • 384 pages • IsBn 978-1-118-02943-5
Usd $48.00/CAd $50.00/£32.99/€42.90

Essential resources for training and HR professionals

Discover Your 

Training Style 

Strengths and 

Build Your Skills 

with Online Tools, 

Videos, and More

The Trainer’s Guide to Learning Styles

Set: Buy both together and save!

544 pages • IsBn 978-1-118-51983-7 
Usd $81.00/CAd $89.00/£55.00/€71.90

NEW

Special 
savings when 
you order the  

two-book  
set!

Commonsense  
Talent Management
Using Strategic Human Resources 
to Improve Company Performance

Steven T. Hunt

A comprehensive guide to 
using strategic hr methods 
to increase company perfor-
mance. This book explains 
what strategic human resourc-
es means, how it differs from 
other hr activities, and why it 

is critical to business performance. Commonsense Talent 
Management includes dozens of illustrative examples of 
effective and ineffective strategic hr using stories drawn 
from a range of companies and industries. 

“Steven Hunt has a unique ability to distill the complexity of 
talent management into simple, easy-to-deploy concepts. 
Commonsense Talent management will help anyone respon-
sible for business performance or organizational develop-
ment gain immediate traction in this space.”—david Crumley, 
vP, Global hr Technology and Continuous Improvement, 
Coca-Cola enterprises, Inc.

Paperback • 464 pages • IsBn 978-0-470-44241-8 
Usd $50.00/CAd $55.00/£33.99/€43.90

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470442418
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470947746
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118105122
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118519837
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470900178
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470499610
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118029435
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Best Practices in 
Organization Development 
and Change

Culture, Leadership, Retention, 
Performance, Coaching

Louis Carter, David Giber,  
Marshall Goldsmith, Editors

Learn from experts at the 
world’s top organizations!

This is a state-of-the-art resource that presents the 
most important ideas and effective strategies from 
experts and top companies in the field. Comprehensive 
in scope, the book addresses the five most important 
organization development or human resource develop-
ment (OD/HRD) topics—organization development 
and change, leadership development, recruitment and 
retention, performance management, and coaching 
and mentoring—and offers a practical framework for 
design, implementation, and evaluation. It includes 
best-practice case studies from 17 leading organiza-
tions that have achieved their change objectives.
Paperback w/Cd-rom • 640 pages • IsBn 978-0-470-60455-7
Usd $100.00/CAd $110.00/£70.00/€89.90

The Performance 
Consultant’s Fieldbook

Tools and Techniques for 
Improving Organizations  
and People

second edition

Judith Hale

Help for trainers, training 
managers, and internal and 

external consultants who work in partnership with their 
clients to identify barriers to performance; explore a 
suite of solutions; and work collaboratively to get new 
procedures, technology, behaviors, and ideas adopted. 
The fieldbook details the techniques performance 
consultants need to conduct performance interventions 
and offers a customizable collection of worksheets, 
flowcharts, planning guides, and job aids. This book 
helps to you to analyze an organizational environment; 
diagnose performance problems; identify barriers to 
performance; select appropriate interventions; and mea-
sure intervention success. What’s more, it includes a 
new section on understanding costs and cost drivers.
Paperback w/Cd-rom • 300 pages • IsBn 978-0-7879-8534-9
Usd $64.00/CAd $65.99/£45.00/€57.90

The Consultant’s Quick Start Guide

An Action Plan for Your First Year in Business

second edition

Elaine Biech

This go-to guide for all consultants includes practical 
guidelines, addresses how to deliver better service 
through better planning, and clearly shows how to 
run a business more profitably and more predict-
ably. Addressing the most recent changes to the con-

sulting field, this new edition includes information on: discerning how much 
clients will pay; creating and writing successful business plans; keeping elec-
tronic accounting records; determining your market niche; creating a dynamic 
marketing plan and website.
Paperback • 280 pages • IsBn 978-0-470-37231-9
Usd $35.00/CAd $39.00/£23.99/€30.90

The Business of Consulting

The Basics and Beyond

second edition

Elaine Biech

The best-selling book provides an indispensable 
resource for running an effective consulting business, 
and it includes actual tools and techniques you need 
in order to pursue a successful and profitable career 

in the world of consulting. Develop a business plan, market your business, 
charge for your services, build a client relationship, grow your consulting busi-
ness, ensure your continued professional growth, make money in the profes-
sion, and much more.

Free Cd-rom with customizable worksheets and forms!

hardcover w/Cd-rom • 340 pages • IsBn 978-0-7879-9464-8
Usd $58.00/CAd $63.99/£38.99/€51.90

NEW
The Practice of  
Professional Consulting
Edward G. Verlander

despite the size of the consulting indus-
try and its attractiveness to business 
school graduates, there is a dearth of 
agreement about what constitutes “pro-
fessionalism” in consulting. The Practice 
of Professional Consulting provides the 
most comprehensive introduction to the 
field of consulting, including a complete 
system of guidelines, and all the tools, 
templates, techniques, case studies, 

competencies, and assessments needed to become a professional 
consultant. Broad enough to be useful to anyone starting any kind of 
consulting business, yet specific in explaining typical client situations, 
this guide offers new consultants with a perspective on the rules, 
roles, values, methods, and techniques used across firms in the con-
sulting industry.

hardcover • 320 pages • IsBn 978-1-118-24184-4
Usd $47.00/CAd $52.00/£31.99/€41.90

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118241844
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780787994648
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470372319
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470604557
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780787985349
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Fearless Facilitation

The Ultimate Field Guide to Engaging (and 
Involving!) Your Audience

Cyndi Maxey, Kevin O’Connor

The truth is that many trainers, managers, and facilita-
tors simply do not know how to get their audiences, their 
teams, and their own colleagues to speak up, to talk back, 
to participate, and to engage in their meetings. The fear-
less facilitator is prepared for all this and more. Written by 
two facilitation gurus, this book shows how to make any 

learning environment come alive. Fearless Facilitation outlines proven guide-
lines any trainer can use to unify groups and inspire creativity.
Paperback • 208 pages • IsBn 978-1-118-37581-5 • Usd $35.00/CAd $39.00/£23.99/€30.90

Masterful Coaching

Third edition

Robert Hargrove

This must-read book is for any-
one who is a coach, considering 
becoming a coach, or curious 
about coaching. Sharply focusing 
on guidance on how to be and 

what to do to become a Masterful Coach, this new 
edition will show you how to reinvent yourself as a 
Masterful Coach, how to market yourself as a coach, 
and how to develop and manage your expanding client 
network.
hardcover • 432 pages • IsBn 978-0-470-29035-4
Usd $50.00/CAd $55.00/£33.99/€43.90

f e a r l e s s
F A C I L I T A T I O N

C Y N D I  M A X E Y
K E V I N  E.  O’C O N N O R 

The Ultimate Field Guide to  
Engaging (and Involving!) Your Audience 

NEW

Practicing Organization Development

A Guide for Leading Change

Third edition

William J. Rothwell, Jacqueline M. Stavros,  
Roland L. Sullivan, Arielle Sullivan, Editors

Completely revised, this new edition of the classic best 
seller offers contributions from experts in the field and 
provides a road map through each episode of change 
facilitation. This updated volume features new chapters on 

positive change, leadership transformation, sustainability, and globalization. In 
addition, it includes exhibits, activities, instruments, and case studies, as well as 
an instructor’s guide and supplemental materials on an accompanying website. 
hardcover • 704 pages • IsBn 978-0-470-40544-4
Usd $100.00/CAd $105.00/£70.00/€89.90

Care to Dare

Unleashing Astonishing Potential Through Secure  
Base Leadership

George Kohlrieser, Susan Goldsworthy, Duncan Coombe

Part of the Warren Bennis Leadership series, Care to 
Dare shows you how to become a “secure base leader” so 
that you release your followers from the fears that get in 
the way of their performance. It shows you how you can 
unleash astonishing potential by building the trust, deliv-
ering the change, and inspiring the focus that underpins 

sustainable high performance. 
hardcover • 336 pages • IsBn 978-1-119-96157-4 • Usd $29.95/CAd$35.95/£19.99/€25.90

PRACTICING 
ORGANIZATION 
DEVELOPMENT

W I L L I A M  J .  R O T H W E L L

J A C Q U E L I N E  M .  S T A V R O S

R O L A N D  L .  S U L L I V A N

A R I E L L E  S U L L I V A N
E D I T O R S

A  G U I D E  F O R  L E A D I N G  C H A N G E

T H I R D  E D I T I O N

Essential resources for training and HR professionals

CARETODARE

A BOOK

INTERNATIONAL, AWARD-WINNING, BEST-SELLING AUTHOR OF HOSTAGE AT THE TABLE
GEORGE KOHLRIESER 

U N L E A S H I N G  A S T O N I S H I N G  P O T E N T I A L
T H R O U G H  S E C U R E  B A S E  L E A D E R S H I P

SUSAN GOLDSWORTHY
DUNCAN COOMBE

Using 
Experience 
to Develop 
Leadership 
Talent
How Organizations 
Leverage On-the-Job 
Development

Cynthia D. McCauley, 
Morgan W. McCall, Jr.

describing  
challenges and 

practices in multinational companies 
around the world, Using Experience to 
Develop Leadership Talent serves as a 
focused guide to how organizations can 
use on-the-job development to reshape 
leader development practices that better 
integrate work and learning.

hardcover • 512 pages 
IsBn 978-1-118-76783-2 
Usd $95.00/CAd $105.00/£65.00/€83.90

NEW

Performance 
Consulting

Applying Performance 
Improvement in Human      
Resource Development  

William J. Rothwell

This leading-edge text that maps 
to existing curricula and syllabi, 
as well as real-world workplace 

learning and performance workflow, covering HRD, 
systemic and strategic approaches to organizational 
learning and performance improvement, roles, compe-
tencies, instructional design, performance analysis and 
evaluation, and implementation. 
hardcover • 512 pages • IsBn 978-1-118-12878-7
Usd $125.00/CAd $138.00/£85.00/€122.00

NEW

Exemplary Performance
Driving Business Results by  
Benchmarking Your Star Performers

Paul H. Elliott,  
Alfred C. Folsom

Exemplary Performance offers a proven methodol-
ogy for building an ever-expanding pool of higher 
performing individuals and teams. The book clear-
ly demonstrates how star performers are identified, 
what organizations need to do to capture the high-

performance attributes of these employees, and how to disseminate this 
valuable information so that other individual performers and teams can 
use it to boost their own performance.
hardcover • 256 pages • IsBn 978-1-118-20420-7
Usd $58.00/CAd $61.00/£38.99/€51.90

NEW

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118128787
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118767832
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118375815
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470290354
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470405444
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781119961574
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118204207
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Reinventing Management

Smarter Choices for Getting Work Done

revised and Updated edition

Julian Birkinshaw

The economic crisis was not just caused 
by a failure of regulation or economic 
policy; it was a story of the failure of 
management in a fundamental sense—a 
deeply flawed approach to management 
that encouraged bankers to pursue 

opportunities without regard for their long-term consequences, 
and to put their own interests ahead of those of their employers 
and their shareholders.

The revised edition of this best-selling book shows convincingly 
that many of today’s major economic problems in the West can 
be traced to a failure of management. In this updated edition, the 
author draws our attention to new examples of failed manage-
ment, from Rupert Murdoch’s News Corp. and the disaster at BP 
to the ongoing problems in financial services companies such as 
UBS and RBS. This is a current, highly relevant analysis of the 
problems besetting modern business and how managers need to 
tackle them.
hardcover • 312 pages • IsBn 978-1-118-37590-7
Usd $32.00/CAd $35.95/£19.99/€25.90

“…issues both a practical outline of novel management approaches and 
a rallying cry: Put leadership and management back on equal footing!”

HARVARD BUSINESS REVIEW

Rapid Instructional Design

Learning ID Fast and Right

second edition

George M. Piskurich

This updated and revised edition of the 
popular guide to learning the processes 
of instructional design addresses such 
topics as learning analysis, ROI, and 
asynchronous and synchronous e-learning. 
The book includes fresh examples of sto-

ryboards, new tools and test questions, and professional commen-
tary and case studies from practicing instructional designers. 
Paperback • 508 pages • IsBn 978-0-7879-8073-3
Usd $58.00/CAd $60.99/£38.99/€51.90

Experience-Driven 
Leader Development
models, Tools, Best Practices, 
and Advice for on-the-Job 
development

Cynthia D. McCauley,  
Sylvester Taylor 
Copublished with the Center  
for Creative Leadership

This book is written for 
human resources, organiza-

tion development, and training professionals who need 
real-world best practices that show how actual work-
place learning approaches work and how they can be 
applied. This important book offers a compendium of 
best practices, tools, techniques, processes, and other 
resources to harness the developmental power of work 
experiences for leadership development. In addition 
the book includes illustrative case studies of leadership 
approaches that have worked in such forward-thinking 
organizations as Boeing, microsoft, and heineken.

hardcover • 608 pages • IsBn 978-1-118-45807-5 
Usd $95.00/CAd $105.00/£65.00/€83.90

EXPERIENCE-

DRIVEN LEADER 

DEVELOPMENT

CYNTHIA D. McCAULEY     D. SCOTT DERUE

PAUL R. YOST     SYLVESTER TAYLOR

FOR ON-THE-JOB DEVELOPMENT

MODELS, TOOLS, BEST PRACTICES, AND ADVICEMODELS TOOLS BEST PRACTICES AND ADVICE

Training Workshop Essentials

Designing, Developing, and Delivering 
Learning Events That Get Results

Robert W. Lucas

This important book offers trainers 
an effective and efficient approach 
for designing training workshops 
and sessions that incorporate con-
cepts from research on how the 
human brain best obtains, retains, 
and recalls information. Includes 

information on selecting a topic specifically to address audi-
ence needs and provides a step-by-step guidance for creating 
an effective outline, designing and developing support materi-
als, selecting appropriate location (to include equipment and 
furnishings), and provide tips for presenting the content to 
learners in a creative and professional manner.
Paperback • 464 pages • IsBn 978-0-470-38545-6
Usd $55.00/CAd $61.00/£36.99/€47.90

Accelerating Your  
Development as a Leader

A Guide for Leaders and  
Their Managers

Robert Barner

A guide to help demystify the process of 
high-potential leadership development 
and translate this process into a well-
defined plan of action. Recommended for 
anyone who wants to strengthen their 
leadership talent pipeline and develop a 
more systematic approach to leadership 
development and coaching.

hardcover • 272 pages • IsBn 978-0-470-59364-6
Usd $55.00/CAd $61.00/£36.99/€47.90

A Guide for LEADERS 
and their MANAGERS

Leader
Accelerating Your 

Development as a 

ROBERT BARNER, Ph.D.

Advancing Executive Coaching

Setting the Course for Successful  
Leadership Coaching

Gina Hernez-Broome,  
Lisa A. Boyce, Editors

“The book offers both tested strategies 
and techniques and an exploration of 
emerging issues and new directions.” 

—Cindy McCauley, PhD, senior 
fellow at the Center for Creative 
Leadership

hardcover • 544 pages • IsBn 978-0-470-55332-9
Usd $85.00/CAd $96.00/£57.50/€73.90

Professional Practice
S E R I E S

T H E

A Publication of the Society for 
Industrial and Organizational Psychology

Gina Hernez-Broome
Lisa A. Boyce
EDITORS

Advancing
Executive
Coaching
Setting the Course 
for Successful 
Leadership Coaching 

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118375907
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470385456
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780787980733
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470593646
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9781118458075
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=9780470553329
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See page 6 for details on this proven workshop from leadership gurus Jim Kouzes and Barry Posner!

See page 13 for detailed information on the exciting new workshop from Cy Wakeman!

Revised  
and Updated 

Fourth  
Edition!

The Leadership Challenge® 
Workshop from leadership 
gurus Jim Kouzes and Barry 
Posner gives coaches, con-
sultants, human resource 
professionals, and facilitators a 
product that offers a clear path 
to leadership training that is 
based on decades of scien-
tific evidence and the experience of millions of ordinary 
people who accomplish extraordinary things.

The Leadership Challenge Workshop
Facilitators Guide Set 
Fourth Edition

The Reality-Based Leadership Workshop shows 
leaders how to restore peace to the workplace so 
there is time to focus on the bottom line. Infused 
with New York Times best-selling author Cy 
Wakeman’s winning style, this lively workshop 
opens your leaders’ eyes to the unproductive ways 
they spend their time at work helps them gain 
new perspectives of themselves as employees. 

Reality-Based Leadership Workshop 
Facilitator’s Guide Set
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